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OHRISTMAS PROPHECY.
ly three thousayl years ago

Hebrew seer, Isaiah, had a vision ‘of the
coming glory of Christ's kingdom, and uttered what the Eastern world holdsto
|
be the great Christmas prophecy :

¢ Arise, shine; for thy light is come,
And the glory of God

mission in which
her sway.

{¢ The Lord shall arise upon thee,

" « The Gentiles shall come to thy light,

Then,the night of’ discourage-

definitely settle matters,

ment will pass away, and the daring
of a mew hope will arise. ~
Another encourgement to mini-ters in

The forces of the Gentiles shall come unto

" thee,”

CHARLES

HOWARD

JELERRAE LARLY

he can
ed sounds, and

scarcely hear the

calm voice of religious faith

ister changes his pulpit into a rostrum,
his church into a lecture-room, and the
story of the cross into the last sensation

80, however, for the

Ministers

are possessed of like passions with other
men.
‘They grow weary.
They bend
beneath their burdens.
They pause in
the presence of barriers built acroes their

They need, more than

most men,

encouragement to perform with fidelity
their difficult tasks. Very happily, these
encouragements are not wanting ;»and,by

a careful use of them, the desponding
minister is enabled to take heart again.
A prominent source of encouragement
to ministers is the fact that the Christian
ministry is a divine institution.
Our

Lord Jesus Christ called certainof his disciples to the duty of preaching the gospel.
In the apostolic church some-men dévoted

will not answer for his loss of power over

before;

crucified, with fullness, with
in the demonstration of the

fidelity, and

cons, and other leading brethren ; that he

is to be put up, or taken down, by the
whim of the populace; and that he is to

be continually taught the grace of humility by eriiicism and neglect.
Both these
extremes find place’ in the Christian
church. Yet, the Scripture doctrine remains, that a minister is one who sustains

be written on

later, the

Upon such preaching, sooner or

are

here

tion.
The greatest

a steward of the mysteries of God; that
he examines for his flock the sacred org‘oles; that he is a helper of the church's

faith ; and that he is to be esteemed very

This
highly in love for his work's sake.
‘ faot, therefore, in itself of trandscendent

our Lord and
afford a source
his apostles to be preach
These
of encouragement to ministers.

themes are found in the Holy

Scriptures.

They contain the doctrines ef sin, of rightThey set
eousness, and of judgment,
forth traths adapted to promote the’

its own success.

The

heart

of man has

which it

and, after a session or two, retire

culture of Paul,

They may

Inthis, itis probable that they will

succeed, unless, indeed, the House Sugald
withhold all appropriations (except

.
gions), with a view to enforce the
nition of Mr. Tilden. Should the House of

reaSon that

there would be no money in the Treagury

| with which to . defray Governmental 'expenses! " Would any party assume
responsibility P

r

the

such

Distinguished talents and education
are rare. They do not fall to the common
lot. They are exceptional in the legislaand the theater.
the court-room,
ture,
Why, then, should we

so

frequently

de-

wondrous ‘aid the rhetoric of the

but a sounding brass.

elder

brother

in

fore, in an hour

of need,

spirit, raises her

faith,

suppliant

of

and

down.”"—Dr.

difficulties.

8S. INDIAN AGENCY,

cy was assigned to the patronage of the
Freewill Baptists, a communication from
the U. 8. Agent was allowed a place in

ob
-0
4-0-4

Cook

prefaced

gaw-mill

a regent

Monday lecture at Tremont Temple with
the following remarks. Read them :
Charles Dickens, toward the close
his American Notes, says that when
often forced by sheer amazement

have been tided overmost of the breakers,

of
in

to ask

why dishonesty, conjoined with high *intellectual capacity, received so much xev«Is it not ®
erence from Americans.
very disgraceful circumstance,” Dickens

would inquire, ** that sucha man as. So
and So should be acquiring a large ,prop-

erty by the most infamous and odious

school} 8 | means, and ‘ notwithstanding, all the
of which he has been . guilty,
crimes

though

with

have

inade-

work of rebuilding

the

quate means,

AMERIOAN POLITIOS.
Rev. Joseph

Owing to certain mismanagement in the
past, the affairs of the agency were in bad
But; in one way or another, we
condition,

to undertake,

and procuring

myll. The evidence

aportable

our

grist-

thus afforded to our In

dians that we were struggling to help them
served the double purpose of making them
patient under the tedious delay of the payment of their annuities in goods and in
money, and of commanding their confldence in the Agent under trying circumstances.

While in maty respects this Indian
gervice is trying and thankless, we have
been cheered in our work, recently, by the
persons«+-one : white

baptism of four

three Indians.

and

Others are coming forward,

We

contemplate

are

the

two

other

the

eof
organization'/

a

Union ! church. © Thewriter ' and his ‘wife
only

Free

stations with.

Baptists here,

denominations

restored.

He Tias ‘bought .

several pictures at Philadelphia for his art
gallery, and has not: altogether given up
his efforts to secure the Castellani. collec-

while

arerepresénted

.
-

tion.

Sister

write and

tell

you so,

and

you

will

thus

get his acknowledgment.”
Mr.

CARLYLE receives his visitors in the

little house where he has dwelt ever since

coming to London, No. 5 Cheyne-row,
Chelsea, near the famous hospital founded .
by Nell Gwyne, and not far from where
Sir Thomas More lived,—Henry VIII's .
zeal and enterprise, and is aggressive and
progressive. Both she and Sister Craw- great Chancellor. The street is old and
The dear dingy and unattractive,but it is close to the ford are wonderful workers.
They don’t Thames and to a magnificent bridge, and’
Master keeps their account.
to most
charming views from
every
care to have any praise from men, but, at
i
them
call
and
up
side.
rise
will
many
last,
the
;
blessed.
HorACE GREELEY used to tell this story=
There has been a little commotion in the
He once sent a claim for: collection to a
An old, thorough
prince’s house te-day.
Western lawyer, and, regarding it as rathtold the prince that we
heathen baboo
er a desperate claim, told the attorney if
were teaching the Christian religion, and he collected it, he might reserve half the
he ought not to allow it. The little lady amount for his fee. In due time Mr. Gree
told me this very deprecatingly. She said 1]
ceiver the following laconic epistle::
given
I had
the teaching was good.
ar Sir,—I have succeeded'in collect- The balance her a little card, with the verse, ‘ Charity
ing my half of that claim.
I replied,
suffereth long and is kind.”
is hopeless.”
« Now you know, and the prince knows,
old gchool-fellow' of JOHN BROWN
An
and the baboo knows, that that teaching is tells this anecdote illustrating the man’s :
good. I don’t call it by any name.” She fervent conscientiousness: Salmon Brown,
but the baboo said it brother of John, was! also a pupilat Morsald,” ‘“I know;
would hurt us to have a new religion ris Academy, Conn., and by some misdeNot
¢ I would not hurt you for any- meanor had incurred his displeasure.
taught.”
She answered, “I know
willing that Samuel shagld evade the punthing,” Isald,
it. - Don’t mind what I said; all will be ishment the case merited, John’ reported
She is a very sensible woman.
the cade to his tutor, and, after narrating
right.”
Her oldest child is seven, and the mother
the particulars, said: « Mr. Vail, if Sal-Such things are not uncommon,
nineteen.
mon had done this at home, fathér would(
I know he would exStrange to say, she is well and strong, but
have punished him.
her three children are delicate.”
pect you to punish liim now for doing this,.
Smith writes that her work

}
Legcit LAKE, MINN., Deo. 16.
About a year since, soon after this agen-

dared

great measure

in Balasore

is

in a better state than it has been since she
She is .brimful of
1 came from the Hills.

INDIAN N AFEAIRS.
U.

We greatly need a team to

journey among the

oe

n

vision, supposed to be lost, has been in a.

the

delivery of

MIDNAPORE, INDIA, Aug. 18, 1876.
«+We are still carrying on our work under

cries to God, ‘ Oh that Thou wouldest
rend the heavens and come
Guthrie.

Jorn WESLEY had a sister who pessess-ed a very large share of the family talents. On one occasion they were arguing
on the vox populi, which Wesley declared
to be indeed the vox dei. His sister dis-sented; whereupon he pus the question in.
the form of a dictum, and said, ‘I tell you, .
—sister, the voice of the people is indeed.
the voice of God.”
*‘ Yes,” she mildly re-plied, “it cried, Crucify
Him, crucify
Him.”
:
a
Mg. WiLLiaM W. CORCORAN of Wash-ington is now in much better, health than
he has been for several years past. His.

A French money lender complained to BaroN RorHscHILD that a nobleman to lectures was simply the performance of whom he had loaned ten thousand francs
duty, and congratulating the students on had gone off and left no acknowledgment
the good beginning and fair prospects of of the debt.
“Write him and ask him to
the Institution of which they were memsend you immediately the seventy thousand
M.
bers.
=| francs he owes you,” said the .wily banker.
oi Gi 6STR
«But he omly
owes me ten thousand
WOMAN'S MISSION WORK.
francs,” said the money lender. * PreciseLETTEKS.
ly,” rejoined the Baron; ‘‘and‘ he will
EXTRACTS FROM MRS. BACHELER'S

there-

hands

being hung in Charleston harbor in seces- ‘sion days for floating the Union flag.

that we,the students

sponse, claiming that the

Christ,
bold

Carr. SAM. WHITING, an old sailor and
quaint literary character, has settled down.
in Chicago. He was in the Arctic expedi-tion in search of Kane in 1855; then hesailed around the world ; and he came near-

and friends of the Rio Grande College, extend our hearty thanks to Dr. Dunn for
the services rendered to us during the past
week by delivering a valuable and practical
course of lectures on Mental Discipline
and Natural Religion.”
This brought fortha pleasant brief re-

and as he climbs on his knee, and flings
his arms around his neck, the bold face
and ready tongue with which he reminds
his father of some promised favor. Now,
why are God’s people bold? To a Father

and for the past two or three months

S. P.

+} the eloquence of Apol . | the United States on his first visit, he was

los.

audience ; ‘ Resolved,

Representatives pursue this course, the ‘the Star. During most of the Summer
complicated machinery of the Govern- the transfer of all Indian agencies to the
ment must stop running after the first care of the War Department kept us in
day of July next, wnless it can run itself miserable suspense. This long struggle
ended in giving a short lease here:

on credit, for the very good

meetings.
He was very cordially received,
and preached for Mr. Moody in the Tabnacle, on Monday evening, the 11th inst.

Sunday evening, Dec. 3d. the following
resolution was unanimously passed by the

rush of the child to his father’s presence,

to an

=

PERSONAL,

fested,and at the closeof the final discourse

treatedas a troublesome and unworthy
mendicant ; the door may be flung in my

in God,

In elevating and puritylag wom--

|

Also from the multitudi-

of immortality.

It is easy to know the knock of a beggar at one’s door.
Low, timid, hesitating; it seems to say—‘*1 have
no
claim on the kindness of this house; I
may be told I come too often; I may be

faith conducts our steps in prayer;

~fyomen
of a personal:

an, it revolutionizes society.”

ious examples about us,of the innocent suffering for the guilty, and from the universsystem of remedies found in nature, the
al
ness.” That is your business; for God
has bidden you do it, and we have ne lecturer argued fairly and convincingly
right to like anything better than God's that the doctrine of vicarious atonement
commands. Some one has prayed, and is in‘’harmony with the teachings of nature.
‘wept, and cared for you.
He minded Aside from the argument,the lectures were
valuable for the scientific information imconspicuous,
himself
your, needs, made
were greatly enwhen they mookingly bent the knee be- | parted. Both courses humor
and renderDunn’s
Dr.
by
livened
fore him, when he hung upon the cross,
ed especially interesting and attractive by
|
and cried,
* Eloi,
Eloi, lama sabachthe numerous and striking illustrations
thani.”
Go work in his vineyard; let
drawn mainly from his scientific knowlgratitude prompt you; let pity move your edge and close observation of men and
selfish heart to work for the perishing. things during his travels.
Go! If you are not wanted, you are need- |, The lectures were in a high degree eloed.—Herald of Life.
quent and philosophical,and were regarded
by those who attended them asa rare
++
treat. Considerfible enthusiasm was mani.

moment, be carried through without serutiny.

Saviour.

our obligations to him,—and the doctrine.

warn, exhort, and entreat.

of the

tion bills,” and, in the excitement

All preachers of the gos-

It was not the intention
ant of his with
to endow every

inthe

hope, doubtless, that measures which involve pecuniary gain to somebody may
be tacked on to * some of the appropria-

may be put upon scholas-

Maste

This ses-

sion the'lobby is asactive as ever,

may not

of the

in-

measures are

with a master-hand for evil.

tic culture, and lest we forget the mighty
work done by our fathers in the ministry,
whose chief endowment was a knowledge
of the New Testament, and the unction of |
the Holy Spirit.

important

volved, which promise large gains) there is
a concert of action, and all plans are laid
carefully beforehand, and manipulated

extend much further than an experimental
acquaintance with the vital truths of the
gospel ; bat, if he has the anointing of
the Holy Ghost, and is seeking with a holy
passion to do his Master's will, his ministry will be accompanied by the most
blessed results. I do not despise intellectual gifts, or the aids of education ; but,
upon the contrary, plead for the assistance
of colleges and theological seminaries; i
much emphasis

with a

handsome competence made by successful * lobbying.” Comparatively few operate on their own account. As a rule, (at
least, where

Still

face by some surlyservant.” = How different on his return
- from school, the loud
‘knocking, the bounding step, the joyous

- Unscrupuléus,

effected.

was

women
dashing
and
men
bold
come here from all parts of the country,

by natare a willful blindness which resists

necessary for a minister to be a philoso-,. | minjstef know there is always by him One
pher, or a poet, or a scientific Student, ‘or mighty to help, in comparison with whose

ese

scheni$ of

to a minister is the aid of the Holy Ghost." successful public plunder, and I will
The best possible preaching can not’ ensure show you the particular lobby thro#igh

‘growth and sanctity of the church, and.
the conversion of the ungodly.
It ismo ¢-| mand them for the church? = Nay, let the

even an accomplished _ scholar.

institution

Point me out a single

books.

encouragement

importance, is a powerful encouragement | pel gan not wear the. mantle of Massillon or
Monod, of Jeremy Taylor or Robert Hall.
to ministers.

‘The themes appointed by

the peculiar

women here to Christabroad, the hope and help

with

language for the Methodist Mexican Mis*
pursue an extended course of study.
sion.
conReligion
The lectures on Natural
Rev. Mr. PENTECOST, of the Warren
sisted of an interpretation of various facts
ahd general principles of natural science Avenue Baptist (free communion) church,
and human nathre as: indicating the exist- ‘of ‘Boston, spent nearly a week in Chicago
ence of God’: “his ‘nature and attributes,— ‘in attendance on the Moody and Sankey

« Bat Ido not like to make niyself conspicuous ; Iloveto mind my own busi-

|

could

A book

legislation which encumbers our statute

A

source of

Let the new, member,

known as ¢* the lobby,” to which we are
indebted for nearly all the bad and vicieus

Lord always puts the seal of his approba-

a personal relation to the Lord ; that he is yet, at the same moment, I fear, lest too

gifts are not to be despised.

lobbyists

and be made the most of.

Holy Ghost.

brother of the~ congregation ; concerned, and his knowledge

that he is entitled only to a miserable salary
; that he is the bond-servant of dea-

A

in

of these fascinating tempters, beware,
for his weaknesses will soon be found out; |-

the usual modes of conviction and’ perthemselves entirely to the ministry, and suasion. A pleader at the bar may by
were sustained by the gifts of the Chris- argument convince a jury, a member of:
In all ages, and in Congress may by eloquence carry some
tian brotherhood.
every land, experience has confirmed the political measure, or a lyceum lecturer
God has made may please his audience by the felicity of
wisdom of this plan.
churches to grow up under the labors of his address ; but a minister of the gospel
devout pastors and evangelists.
True, speaks to men who are dead in sins, and
there has been difference of interpretation who can only be aroused to life by the
as to the precise nature of the office of a supernatural power of the Holy Spirit.
Certain schools of The accompanying influence of this SpirChristian minister.
opinion claim for the minister an apostol- it was promised by our Lard to all his
ic descent; an exclusive right to adminis- faithful ministers, when he declared he
ter ordinances; a lordship of the con- would send the Comforter, who would
sciénce, and an altar, and sacrifice, at guide them in truth, and teach them with
which to officiate as priest. Other opin- heavenly wisdom. A minister may preach
ions hold that the minister is only the badly, as far as the rules of oratory are

preaching

solution

Very likely.

admirable
«interspersed

oon Dr. Cooper, of Immanuel ReformChurch, Chicago, is translate_Stpecl {ae value to stu- ing Episcopal
important
works into the Spanish
g
tb"
intendin
those
to
dents,—particularly

if watered with care,

he will not thank me.”

who is inexperienced in the ways and wiles

dent, or great fire, or political situation;
but it is to preach Jesus Christ and him

ap-

he may thank you upon a death bed, if not

to the. halls of Congress, which is simply
their workshop.

they

may bloomin Paradise * just over there.”

everywhere, and is by no meatls limited

thehearts of men. The mission of the
Christian ministry is not to preach concerning the last murder, or railway aeci-

Did

Go speak
to that young man. He is in
danger; you see it, he does not. . * Well,

be
that vicious elementk
oho
EnOWn
element
bus
gn
lobby” would meet with little enco
ment, and postpone its operations.
Not

room-rent, and does the good

During the first

tal powers,and were presented in a very interesting and impressive style. The lecture
on “ TheCe
of Successfula
»
couained
ractical

but one little peat
repayeth the cost,

speakingto that happens to occupy public attention, I Their perfidious influence makes;itself lt

him words of encouragement.

way.

only find a peaceable

If a min-

afraid they will

for that little

man’s principal mode of communication of Representatives, where the greatest:
with his fellows. Therefore, the news of excitement centers,
are crowded day af
the glad tidings from the lips of Christ's fer day.
minister can never lose its power over the
One would think that, in view of the
ing the day. So,I have thought, when the hearts of men. I am careful to say the importance of the questions which now
not
nightof discouragement settles upon the « newsof the glad tidings,” and so
agitate the entire country, and which oan
confound the preaching of the gospel with

peklt poi

3f

As was to be expected, the assembling
of Congress under these peculiar circumstancés, brought hither a much greater
throng of sight-seers than is usual upon

and
|' salaries

Institution

Bt

is plainly notin

than a partisan!

this

numerous practical directions and hints
for the successful development of the men-

not appreciate my work.”

be'a

of

sisted of a clear snd
of Mental Philosophy

invited, ony by your Ones. "Volun-

could

second term

A..

society which spends less that’ $1,000 in

resurrection
of the just, | Don't
wait to be

pray-

beside all waters,go with the whole armor on, looking not te man,but to God,for
your reward ; and you will get it at the

Apures, his attention was particularly
directed to the curious fact that the noise
was three times louder at night than dur-

all sorts of pulpitdeclamation.

The

opened
on the 28th ult.

day by preciate Stephen's preaching, and Panl’s

realize that it is far more noble to

, an unusual case, but
fo think of ? What hilo”

organization
*reacts on the workers.

PROF. DUNN'S LECTURES.

go anywhere among the perishing, sow

tween the House and tiie Senate, instead
of getting bridged over by the re-ad
tion of the now famous * Rwonty.Secont

«of Congress

Fee, ort

that the Woman's Union Miss. Society isdemonstrates its rightto do its week the students and the citizens of ‘the doing,
work,
by the clearest kind of evidence.
listening
of
vicinity ‘enjoyed’ the privilege
It is a homeas well as a foreign ' missionto two coursesof lecturesby Rev. R.
ary society, and its home work is all the Dunn, D. D.,' on the subjects of Mental more efficient becapse it is unconscious.
Discipline
and Natural Religion.
|. The lecturés on Mental ‘Discipline con- + + + + Unsectarian but Christian, this mother society carries
Christ-loving outline

his own received him not, and they

Hayes, is fairly elected. And when it is
remembered that the political gulf be-

force, it must be admitted that the p
pect before us is anything but bright.

old.’

R10 GRANDE OOLLEGE.

ed him'to depart out of their coasts. Yes,

insists that Mr. Tilden, the other that Mr.

patriot

ata

was not wanted ; he came to his own, and

cratic Committee, has been met to-day by

all the members

a

not wanted P? Yes if you are 8 Christian ;
that Is just where you are needed. Jesus

a similar document issued by the chaipman of the Republican Committee; one

day, although the rule

was my surprised question. “Yes, she ,,
been married
a year. Her father had

If

bered? They are susceptible to ChristianThis ploneer of Women's Miss. Socieizing influences.
Concerning their conver- ties, after working 15 years, held its first.
sion to Christ,none need say, ‘‘ Were there General Convention last Oct. in thie’ Church windows in heaven might this thing be!”
“of the Pilgrims, Brooklyn, N. Y. Says the Henry J. KING, Indian Agent.
Christian Unjon:
‘The
work done
'
in.
Pro
behalfof Christian missions by” such an ~

“ Would you haveme go where I am

ang de-

Joint Rule,” is becoming wider

land.

called to surrender our stewardship on her married Moon, she way, four years-

NOT WANTED.

plain which surrounds the Mission of the

of hindranceto his work rises with threefold distinctness, like, the, roar of many
waters, till his ears ave filled with confus-

my surprise, when, on eptering my
stand

the 4th’of March next, we can at least feel
-that we leave this poor people ina decid-

‘spect
as I'treat my own; but, as to my
own I say, perish my political party, if it
‘succeeds by fraud!’

When Humboldl first heard the noise of means of disseminating Christianity. It the openivrg of a Congressional session,
the great cataracts
of the Orinoco, in the is certain that speech will always remain and the galleries in. the hall of the House

mindof a Christian minister, every voice

Missionary

;

by the chairman of the ‘National Demo-

forever hold the foremost rank among the

MALCOM.

ing for these heathen in our own

In Dickens's name, I once told t his anec-

cided stand; while the Democrats are,
on their part, wholly undisposed to yield.
The impudent address issued yesterduy

the contrary, that there was never a time
¢ For the nation and kingdom
when the preaching of the gospel had
That will not serve thee shall perish.
greater power than now. I claim to have
Yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted.”
some acquaintance with ecclesiastical hiscome
shall
tory, and I venture to say that in no pre¢ The glory of Lebanon
unte thee,
vious age has the gospel had more power
The fir tree, the pine tree, and the box to- over the hearts of men than it exercises
gether,
4
If the powerful preaching of
to-day.
To beautify the place of my sanctuary.
Wesley and Whitfield be required, I preAnd I will make the place. of my feet glori- gent as a companion the:ministry of Newops.”
r
As
man Hall, of Spurgeon, or of Moody.
PAP
to the growing power of the press, it can
never rival the human speaker.
The
OATARAOTS OF ORINOCO.
preaching of the gospel must of necessity
BY

(American Notes, chap. xviii.)

Itis very evi

their candidate, will take a firm

I declare, upon

the demands of our age.

times.

dent that the Republicans, believing that
they have honestly aid, fairly elected

I am told
its hold on popular attention.
that the printing press, and the lyceum
lectures, are somehow more adapted to

- converted uito thee,

¢¢ Yes, sir.” ' ‘And

the

Link, says: “You will, I think, wnder-

ens sayshe held this dialogue a hundred ‘we have been struggling, toiling and pray-

have passed since Congress assemb
yet little or nothing looking to the cot
try's weal has been accomplished, exoeptsup
ing as the endeavors to get out of
rounding difficulties may look that we
But a speedy settlement seems to be
of the question, In fact, it is’ not at’
certain thi the fourth of March, next,

quarters to affirm that the pulpit is losing

And kings to the brightness of thy rising.”
“ The abundance of the sea shall be

school one day, I saw a little one with the
mark of marriage—some red |‘paint, ‘about

¢* He has been kicked and:

will | dar,

£ few days more, and two weeks

of the cross can never lose either its
charm or its power over the hearts of
men. I know it is the fashion in certain

And ‘his glory shall be seen upon thee.”

friends have faithfully remembered us and
our people here. The main object of the

Dec. 15, 1876.

their pious labors is the fict that the story

is risen upon thee.”

cutta, writing through

WasniNGTON, B. C.,

a world® to

to subdue

* Yes, sir.”

51.

—our Teacher being a Congregationalist
and our Farmer a Methodist,

¢* A convictéd liar?” | I know some of our -good Christian

cuffed and caned?”

WASHINGTON CORRBAPONDENCE,

versal admirstion, and an unobstructed

the

«Yes, sir.”

NO

dis to bespeak the prayers half a finger’s length, in the parting of the.
he is utterly dishonorable, "debased and ‘present article
of God's peoplein our behalf. Howi hair. I called the teacher and said, '¢ Is:
ofljgate?”
“Yes,
sir.”
¢
In
the
name
hear words of good cheer,—then have I
gives ¢mphasis to the appeals of our for- that little one married? = “Yes, was the
accomplished thie humble mission which
| of onder, then, what is his merit?” ‘eign missionaries for a habitual Femem- reply. ‘What {s her age? (4Five years.”
Dick’
I purposed to myself in this article. = | “ Well, sir, he is a smart man.”
brance in the prayers of Chnstians, since ¢ And she is married at that early age?

with faith upon the ‘majesty of his theme;
and let him give So gospel in her divine
panoply, an oppoftanity to challenge uni-

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1876.

not?

rather than by night,—to have the voices
of discouragement hushed,” till he may

of place than Christianity in the garb of
A
the schoolmen of the middle ages.
minister who makes the gospel subordinate to worldly themes will surely meet
the fate of Hercules in the poisoned tunic.
Let a minister stand forth asa messenger
of God, bearing to a lost world the good
tidings of salvation; let him cag himself

A. H,

son 8t., Chicago, Ill.

Manager,

| should be tolerated and sheltered by your
citizens? He is a public nuisance,is he

to hear the cataracts of Orinoco by day

philosophy, and science falsely so called.
David in Saul’s armor, was not more out

for publication

designed

need

of them, a minister

in
not be discouraged. To be mighty
the Scriptures’is better than to be learned
in the schools and have no other grace.
Indeed, the native majesty of the gospe
is often obscured by métaphysics,a

20. 1876.

DECEMBER

CHICAGO.

POEL AND

Therefore, if these Hoos fall undef
eye of any brother in the gospel mini
whose heart is cast down, and cause

Yet,

| all be consecrated tb the ministry.

NEWSPALSS,

RELIGIOUS

A WEEKLY

STAR,

THE MORNING

LIL

[Mrs. B. here describes

zenana

in Midnapo, where

‘beflutiful women,

a visit to a new
she

bright and

found six

interesting,

and ‘eagerly anxious t0 learn to read. ]
aE LITTLE WIFE.
" PU
"One

of the zenana

missionariod in Cal-

—sand if you don’t,

I shall. ”

The tutor let:

the matter go by that day; and that nighy,
finding that Salmon was. likely. to ‘escape
punishment, John. made geod his word,—
more in serrowsthan in - angerje=giving his.
brother a severe Bageings,,

roe

a

4

te

ToL

cross,

His fears,

when: enemies

showed

their

_ its object lessons fitted to go with its lit Wisconsin, Illinois, there are not less than not a particleof injary.” So Peter -repre- malice, flled, but kis couruge stood firmly
erature. Said a gentleman, who had re! $700,000 children never in any Sunday- sents the true Chrisiian’s faith as” gold asa lion.
iu
it
formed: * Iu the rum shop, conscience is school.
“If any man loves the soulsof tried in fire. If God puts men of ‘such fiIf circumstances oppress a good mun,
a superstition ; virtue a jest; -the religion these children, and prays for their salva- delity into the crucible, they will come
it will stir the nature within and send out
of Christ a cunningly devised
fable;
Christ ap exploded myth. The nawe of
God is heard alone in curses there, and
immortality is but the feverish fancy ofa
madman’s dream. There is not a commandment of the decalogue ; there js not
a preceptofthe Sermon on the Mount;
there is nou a rule of life that ever fell
from the lips of Christ—the violation of
which is not hailed with plaudits in the
saloons.”
So much for the education of the rum
shop.
When
may we best offset if,
where, and how? We may do this best in

childhood, in the home,
the Sabbath-schools,

PRAOTIOAL

tion ; if he loves his country, whose des- forth more ‘pure.
Hard times will imtiny will, in ten years,be so largely in prove them. James says with a kind of

the full force of his moral character.
He
will wake up to every point of defense
and stand to it as to the protection of his

ful hen who are busy in bringing
into Bible schools.
Ten thousand

life.

their hands, let him aid the quiet and faith- triumph, * Blessed is the man

brought in last year in the Northwest,

them
were

In a recent report, says. the

The Rev.

Dr. J. H.

Vincent,

says

the

made to the General Convention

of Uni.

versalists occur the following suggestions,

the application of which might be profitablybe made more general than to the
rather limited body to which they are es-

pecially addressed :

He con:
be at the

bead of the school, and should exercise

Examiner,

;

dominant power in all its workings.
'Instead of leaving the election of snperintendent to the popular vote in the Sundayschool, it should be vested

in

the

church

itself. The church should also assume
the expenses of the school, and provide
the library, The. church should not be
arbitrary. Neither should the pastor or
superintendent assert themselves and un-

‘The new methods of instruction which
have been lately introduced into the maindividuality of
jorityof our schools by the ** one-lesson | fairly interfere with the
The superintendent ‘should:
system” are constantly growing in favor, the school.
a man ‘with enough of old Adam in
acd have been instrumental in awakening be
him
to assert himself before the pastor
a fresh interest in Sunday-school work.
when necessary.

Among the many

advantages

which this

system gives, the chief one, in our view,is

That Bible-class of thirty or forty Lonthe opportunity it affords for the pastor to don lawyers, meeting with Dr. Vaughan,

make his influence directly felt, not only

in the instruction which
teachers, but by

the

he gives

ledto offer before the whole

school upon

the one topic which bas occupied the attention of all. In this way the Sundayschool is brought into close and vital relations with the church, instead of being,
as bas someiimes been the case, an institation whose interests and . aims are apparently separate and diverse; and the

young,

besides

being indoctrinated, aré

led 10 bave a clear and abiding interest
win the things to which the church is com‘mitted. But
it may be fairly
questioned, perhaps, whether parents are

rusting too
implicitly
and consecration of the

not

to the fidelity
(eachers in the

Sunday-school;
whether the welfare of
the children, as well as the future of the

church, does not demand

a more careful

supervision of Sunday-school work.

at 8, A. M., to study the Greek

to the is something unique.”

remarks he may be

Cer:

seem

open to

Testament

The figure 8 might

suspicion as a misprint.

Londoners don’t often get out of their
breakfast slippers—do n't always get into
them—as early as thaton Sunday mornings.
In an American
city it would
probably take a smart recruiting officer
to enlist party lawyers for the study of the

Greek Testament.

But that Dr. Vaughan

dent of the Sunday-school

(o sup-

ply all the motive that is needed; but
/there must be hearty and effective O-0p«eration on the part of all those who are

vot only carrying

(he burdens

of the

preseml, but charged with the responsibil
«ties of the fuiure,
9

suffered affliction with the people of God,
but it‘'made him

the meekest

man.

It

to the religious magazines also.

from the hight of prosperity to the depth
of adversity,and lay writhing under Satan's
fury for one’year, but be grew so rapidly
in the grace of patience that he ‘became
the world-renowned ‘“ patient man.”
It
was hard times'with'the early Christians

when they were sconfged,beheaded,burned, chained together and cast into the sea,
thrustto the

with

wild

pinchers,

beasts,

stoned,

slain with the sword,

wandering

in

tora in

pieces

sawn : asunder,

destitute

deserts,

caves, but their

and

mountain®

sent

and

blood” became ** the

seed of the chareh,” It was hard times
with the Paritans when they suffered the
fires of Smithfield, went to Holland to find

a free government, returned to England

and set sail for America and in ‘bleak December waded ashore in a boisterous sea
amid snow andsleet,

landing

on

Plym-

outh rock, but it led to ‘the foundation of

the American Republic.

In fact, said be,
** I

aman never makes a good Bible-ciass
teacher who is n’t good at something else

Brooklyn, N. Y.,a memberof Dr. Storrs’s
church, was moved by personal observa-

Thus through

kept thy word.®~

went astray, but now

take

to

supply

countries

them.

An

to underassociation,

smallin numbers but made up of active
and zealous spirits,of which Mr. Woodruff was made president, was formed, called the Foreign 8, S. Association.
It

have I

to difficulties
mother, and when

Christians

are

ing afflictions, they want God.

suffer-

If their

own business fails, they incline to find
busipess with their Master, In the hight
of speculation,

when

money

was

grace, observe family worship,
meetings of prayer! But when

God

sent a commercial

made

to say

or attend
in 1857-8

revulsion und

broke up the great firms, throwing men
out of employment, they bad time in

abundance for worship.
The Falton
NOTES,
meets moulbly chiefly to report progress Street prayer meeting could be set up at
Remember this, superintendents and and devise plans [or carrying
on its work. noon and revivals conld be promoted in
‘teachers: The prime object of a good re This has gone
on successfully, and, like all parts, theaters could be‘conivertedsinto
view exercise is to asceitain what your the 8. 8.
Union, is unsectarian, evangeli- churches and 7000 souls’ eogld cume to
scholars know about the lessons, not to cal and aggressive.
Christ in a day. If God Blessds ‘men too

show what you know about them.
It is
not even Lo ascertain what of truth is in
the lessons, but rather what of the lesson

truths are in the scholars. kf you improve
+ thecoming Review Sundays aright, you
- wila ldo
great deal of listening, but very
litle of talking. Yom oan ask questions,
‘but you tmust bg chary of your comments.

Chris

tian graces,
It was hard times with Jesus when
‘ he was despised and rejected of men”

and became ‘‘ a man, of sorrow and acquainted with grief.” It was a trying

hour when

*‘ he sweat great

drops of

blood, and when he sank noder the cross,
and when he cried, * IL is finished, and
gave up the ghost.” It has ever been hard
times when great moral victories have

* re

INSPIRATION,

BY REV. A. U. MOREY,

men, founded, as they claimed, apon

the

Bible, and the teachings of God's great
natural laws.
Then came the reaction.
Yesterday,
it was, believe the Bible as we interpret,
ordie. To-day, believe nature as we interpret and let your Bible go, or suffer
an intellectual death.
And though the
dungeons of to-day are not encased with
stone, yel the inquisitor’s presence is not
wanting. For it is no easy lot to be considered ignorant of the’ way trodden by

such illustrions savans as Darwin, Huxley
ahd Tyndall. What then is Inspiration?
Is the Bible all inspired writing, all dictated by God, and without error ?
It is seasonable that these questions be

rein doubt copcerning

of tender, loving souls, who to-day are

sprung from the short-sighted effort of
man to direct. And when tried in the
balance all theories and thoughts not inspired must fail, aad of his work the universal cry shall be, **Lo, here is Wisdom."
PW
SD
* ++

THE SOUL IMMORTAL.
.

Will the soul perish with the body or
not? It will not. Here is the proof of this.
In the begiening Go! made man in his
own image,that is,he made him of the dust
of the earth and breathed into his nostrils
the breyth of life,
he became a living
man, und he said, dust

are distivet or separate.

And be whoa God appointed to save us
from the ocean of this world, that is, from
sin, also said, that which is born of the
flesh is flesh; and that which is bore of the

perish with

the body?

How

could

it be

cause, they say, dying, all our unhappiness
will be at an end, and there will be no mere
suffering. Thus they decree in their counsels. Tous believers in the Budhist religion say, ‘* Whatever of joy or sorrow we
bave, it is all in this] present life ; there is
to ba nothing after this; for they believe
there is no hereafter, ‘Such is the wisdom
of fools. But, be this as it may,

I will say

little more about the soul, God is a spirit himself. God isa spirit and they that
worship him must worship him in spirit
and in truth. New the Lod is that spirit,
and where the spirit of the Lord is there is
liberty, God says, * Heaven is my 1brose,

and earth is my footstool. There was no
God before me, and there shall be no God

after me.” Hence

how can the soul die

with the body? The soul will never
die. Then how can the soul be saved
from hell? Thereis just one way, viz.:
by faith in the only begotten Son of God;

and,

above himself,

overrules and directs his diction,

that

Now,

a superintendent may be
misunderstood and even, disobyed,
but there
is a strong probability
that
he will

detect and correct the error, and, perhaps,

discharge the émployed.
Especially is
this true when we consider God as ‘the di-

absent britigs

me may

light to mine
}

the while.

orig

Not once have the

stars,

west,

mr

Gone out from
Blest ;

as they

the view

But sweeter and

sink

:

in the .

of our Father,

brighter their

the

light, as they

rise
On waves of the ocean, reflecting the skies.

thus to my heart, in its night-time of
thought,
love of the absentits radiamee hath
brought ;
e'en through the woodland. of sorrow
and tears

A glimpse of the rainbow of gladness appears,
Blest

love of the

absent, ~though

silent it be,

"Tis like the sweet setting of stars on the

sea;

Though grief be our portion; this brightens the

wave,
Reflectiug the beauty aud laster it gave.
Pa>reWN

SANTAL EDUCATION.
BY

Our

+ 0. R. BACHELER,

semifynnual

convention of '‘Buntal

teachers has3just closed. As’ several of
our residents subscribe regularly for the
support of these schools, and are otherwise interested in them,we though it best

to have the teachers come into Mituapoor

The number of schools is fifi four and

the

that is, by obeying-

his commands.

Then

W,

“All the days

of my

B,

appointed

time

change come.”

Yes,

of years

teach

wisdom.
with the
score, or
since. Our

How
pleasant to * converse
aged ot tue times fifty, threeeven threescore and len years
venerable and much respected

brother,

Michael

Westiord

pamsh,

Richmond,

Ct.,

with

Eeq.,

his

of

worthy

wife, are of ibis class. Bro. R. wus 90
years old the thirteenth day of Nov., and

is quite active
with
have

the attendance
1s iikely to

be somewhat irregular,anc as soéu as the

boys are able to read they are taken from

the schools to work in the fields. It is's
gratifying fact that, in some places, boys and young men who ean not be spared
from their work during the day come to
the teachers in the evening, and so manage to learn a little,
The religious progress of the Santals
for some time past is scarcely pereeptible. A majority of the teachers have
reached the position of worldly people at
believing in the principies uf Chris-

unmoved.
prayer,
influences
they have
to act up

to their convictions, I am satisfied that

OLDAGE.
M,

that they cun not spare their childrea long.
Consequently,

home,

OS
--O-ob
+o

BY

dicales that we are teaching a large number of boys and a very few girls reading,
writiog and arithmetic, but we get very
few who remain long enough in school
to learn more. The people are so poor

tiapity, but with their hearts
Many of them observe secret
but they say that the worldly
around them are so strong thal
not the courage to ezable them

salvation will be secured.

orale, and a mdlticude

beyond

around

scholars in attemdance nuaiber one
thousand and seventeen. 1 think this is
well? But the wicked, iu their counsels,
number thay
think 1t would be-welt-if
the soul should -a-lar
ger
we bave ever reperish with the body. Thisisa lie! Be- ported, The report from the schools in-

tion of Superintendency, or

a force,

heart-home

once more insteadof holding 1beir sesSpirit is spirit. In many books alse it is sion at Bheempoor, where it hasbeen held
written, that when this body dies the spir- for some years past. The occasion
was
it will return to the place whence it came. one of interest
both to the teachers and
‘Thus we see the body mixes with the dust, residents. Forty-five ieachers. were presbut the spirit does not die. Hence we call ent and the examinations contivued for
it the undying soul,
ten days:

patiently wait. It is God's will. Jesus
said, * My time is nol yet come, but your
time is always regdy.” Old age is hon-

Here the
upon by

my

Notonce hath the moonlight, on bright sum.
mer eves,
i
Looked down through the woodland on dew-

thou art and unto

dust sbait thou return. Taking this statement in the mind, what do we understand ?, Certainly, that the soul and body

rors, let us candidly examine them.
There are said to be four kinds of Inspiration in Holy Writ. (a) Tae’ Inspirathan man’s natural facuities.
writer is supposed to be. moved

to

eye.

This

who discusses the question, *“ Would it be for the happiness of man
for the soul to perish with the body”)

will I wait, till my

which

This love 6f (he

[The
following communication is from a
Suntal student in one of our Foreign Mission
kAnd
Schools at Santipore,

of symmeiry and grace of imagery will
shive resplendent. Bat if there are er-

that

cheer

Though breezes of midnight
sigh,

Aud

BANTAL LOGIC.

up in Oriental field, when the light falls

preserves from error in a greater degree

its

to-night.

silent in our churches, would speak, And
tinted leaves,
many other discrepancies,if traced to their ‘But beauty bath wakened to greet with a smile,
legitimate source, would be found to have And give back the glance of the moonbeams .

asked. If our religion is true, it will bear
searching, and, like the fabled vase dug

in body and

mind.

He

his family and family conuéctions
been and are sull ‘essen.nl aids to

we shall gain few converts from the Santals in the jungles until 4 missionary can
go among them and devote
himselfto
their interests. They are a timid, fearful people, and in their weakness require
constant encouragement and rupport.
Oar work thus far is largely preparatory,
but with our present force we can not
enter in to reap the harvest. That must
wait till our bunds are strengthened and
one wunole man can be spared to take up
the work in earnest.

Midnapoor,

Oct. 26.

--B-0-b
"++

PAID IT ALL.
The d-bt which I owe is grt indeed,
and
1 can not pay any part
thercof, but
my ‘trust is «in the riches and bounty of
Him that bath

Let Him

undertaken

discharge

the payment.

me who

bath

made

Himself suretie for me, Let Hip pay for
me who took my debt upon Him~clf. I
have muued, O

Lord,

and

my

siunes are

rector.
much, they will violate his laws to take till'a moreHe may correct at once or wait our church in W., while the poor uc home many avd grievous; but this horrible
propitious time. ~The ages nod ubroad are not forgotten. This is wis- sin I will not commit, to make Thee
Teachers and scholars who do not take care of their worldly things, the weeks gro
his w’
‘material, aud the changes of dom from above. Svme young people, chil- a lyar, who, by Thy words, works ‘and
time 10 get a respectable wink, not to sa will be 80 short the Subbath will have to time season and prepare it. He
doth testifie that satistactim is
selects dren aod grandenildren, are impatient of oath, for
100k, at ‘their lessons, sbould listen 2 be desecrated to finish up their work.
my‘ iniquities. I am oot afraid
the workman and points out the labor. old age, while others have a filial delight made
by reuson of wy sinnes, for Thou art my
this statement of Ralph Wels: * T have ; 4 Religion in hard times will teach Toat 'nimretial which is brought
to-day in their company, and love to oire ior A
I am not afraid by rea‘not spent in the last fifteon years less than | ™°D 0 be useful. It is then that they may correct the defa
of ult
centuries. The them, and tenderly lessen their burdens. on of my ignorance, for Thon art my
fificen or twenty hours of each week in| Will pray and. work. The pressurg
| of | work goes on, and only they who bave Old age, however serene the consciunce wisdom, I am not afraid of deatw, for
Thou art my life. Tam not afraid of my
the study of my Bunday-school lessnjand | trial will do more than mild means; td | seen
——

the Master's pattern,

work acceptaor ten/| Push men out of their easy positions and ‘bly. ‘A confidential
{alk with ‘Him will
miions, and belonged to balla dozen so thrust them into Christ's service. ‘*/As | reveal the plan, so far as you hre ‘concernfyonrsoi
the questions,
f * Is this & work of cielles, besidesmy, wife's sociery,
though an eagle stirveth up her nest,” rendering | ed. Prayeris this talk.
. examination?” Is
& work of testing 7” sh: says I give oO soclty but «
a
small her young too unéomfortable to remain
(b) There 8 also a Plenary - SuperinWoless it is suck a work,it fs not 8 prop- portion of my time."=8, 8. Work
| in'itand be fed,so God will stir up his tendent
Inspiration
If you

the por- 1 bave done

reetness
of the work you: are doing, ask

wrote as he thought. And had men con.
sidered Paul's ‘“Let woman learn in silence with all subjection ” as of Paul, (for
see next verse, * But I suffer not a woman
to teach,”) and not of God, a great army

Would it be well for man should the soul

In and spirare, to oreathe,are the Latin
for. our Inspiration.
The word signifies
a breathing into from some other source.
The Scriptures are said to be inspired.
In earlier times men held that they, came
direct from God, and to doubt anything
in the Bible was heretical.
Men studied
the Scriptures, watelied nature, learned
of the stars, felt of the rocks, and siw
discrepancies between different parts of
the Bible itself, and between the creeds of

When the child falls in- oun it,
or is placed within it, all its beauty
and cries, he wants his

tion of the dearth of Sunday-school in. easily, few could take the tite
struction in foreign

God knows how to develop

:
;
was hard times with Abraham when he | ‘been achieved.
Then
let
us
endure
them
with
patience,
packed up his goods and moved away from
home and friends to follow the voice of Land not be too “eager to flee from them.
Godinto a land which he would show Above all, do not forsake God, or the
him, but he became thereby the father of church. The easy chair of life may be
thought desirable to the senses, but it is
the faithful. It was hard times with Job
tothe spirit.
when in a Single day he was dashed down not always profitable
PAPE

seas of blood God prepared the ‘wayto
can keep up such a class will not appear rich blessings.
He has proved to the
improbable to any one who has heard" world that it is ““ through great tribulahim preach to hisSunday morning con- tion” men are fitted for heaven. - An easy
gregation of barristers in that famous old position’ does little to secure this.
church of the Templars, hard by Temple
8. Religion in hard timés drives men
Bar.
Few congregations
in London nearerto God. It leads their eyes uphear preaching that is more logical, pracward to him who is able to help them in
tical and Scriptural than these benchers of their tranble. David acknowled
ged that
the Temple get from Dr. Vaughan.
He hard fare improved him and kept him in
is one of the most effective contributors the right way. “ Before I was afflicted,”

tainly, if there is to be anything like the
vital union between ‘ the . leading branch- too.—8. 8. Times.
es of Christian work in our parishes
Eight years ago Mr. Franklin Wood
which is requisite for the highest success,
~umust not be left to the pastor or the su- ruff, a wealthy and benevolent ¢itizen of

pe

en

is at this rate the work is being done year him.”
by year, and at an annual cost of less
2. The religion of hard times is a rethan $10,000.
Every dollar yon give ligion that’ grows.
It must enlargein
brings a neglected child to the study of Christian graces. Man
isdeveloped most
the Bible.”
in those points where most .he is tried.
It was hard times ‘with Moses ‘when he

of Sunday-school authorities.
tended that the church should

SUGGESTIONS.

that

he “4s tried

he shall receive the crown of 1ifé ‘which
It he mith promised to them _that love

Independent, spoke at the Massachusetts
in the public and Sunday-school convention on the sabject
:

duréth temptation : for when

with

and

a business

of’ eight

whith excludes all

ll SD

the

bringing his ‘* mixture of myreli and
aloes about an hundred pounds weight.”

the writer used his owg judgment

and

ay

with commendable boldness at

ABSENT,

i

* which at the first,” in a timid spirit,
* came to Jesus by night,” now appears

THE LOVE F T

of

St. Paul, is woven a sacred injunction,
3
BY MARILLA.
:
and now and then, direction as to docThe
dove
of the absent, how beauteous
trine,
bright
>
¥
Io several places, we may be sute that
It comes

Ready Te gn Fo

line, and precept upon precept.
‘The of the children, he said, is not confined
rom shop has its literature of which I by any means to Minnesota. = In the four It can be ‘pdt in the crucible and kept in
would not write.
Tt has its music and contiguous States of Minnesota, Iowa, a melted state for years, and yet receive

Nicodemus another ‘honorable counselor,”

{
fell

Bl
A Nl hn

The gales of prosperity areswell,

but
tt indispensable. - Severities will
purge men from thefr impurities." Gold
is calledtheé most perfect, ductile, tenacious and unchangeable of all the metals.

“ laid it in bis own new tomb which he
had hewn out in the rock.” . So there was

may we wait

i

a

with ad-

;

a

versity.

be destroyed

it

a

children

It will not

linen cloth”

the fop of his staff" x
and die.

a LR

that there ave still fifsy thousand

and youths in Minnesota, who: are in no
Sunday-school, growing up utterly ignorant of God ; and this astonishiag neglect

test.’

* clean

for the body, ‘* wonnd, it ip linen” and

he “blessed ‘both of the sons’ of ' Joseph
through faith, and worshiped leahing on

a

sion work of the 8. S. Union in the West,

of Jesus,” bringing

not attained

aE Rae

times P
ny
in his address at Minneapolis,on the mis- | 1. Its a religion that will
bear the
stated

in boldly unto Pilate and craved the body

case

haxe

fathers) “When dying

and well "spent

the Life,

hus its sadness.

And afier all their care and 10il the provision they

have

made for - themselves,

sod ‘children on whom

TD

Whit is the natare of religion in haf

Dr. Arthur Mitchell, of Chicago,

persecutions crucified Christ, his cotirage
arose to a dignified hight, and he * went

the

to the years of my

a

Nuples and Rome.

come.” Then,exulting in the mighty victory, he givesthe promise that, ** He that
endureth unto the end shall be saved.”

as in

of my pilgrimage, and

ET

'Leipsie,

reasoning,

But he

Real ab aaa

Zurich,

whom

marvelous

change came at the age of. 147.

he said, ‘Evil and few have beer thé days

2

of line “upon

Florence,

Geneya,

by

by man,

upon the Son of Righteousdess ?
(d) The Iudpiration of “Suggestion,
where the use of the faculties for the rime
suspended. The writer is using his
own thought and diction, when, with the
quickness of intuition, the angel of inspiration
reathes into his mind a hint, a’
suggestion of some other sacred and necessary truth, . Aod so jnto his own most

a

valué

in

Jesus, “ but woe to him

| thea, was “a disciple. of Jesus, but
they secretly, for fear of the Jews;” but when

which ke

ht a

‘they appreciate the

be found

ber of the-Sanhedrim—Joseph of Arima-

A

Se

der to all of these in* ways that take hold
upon death. Whether we educate or not,

Successful schools.are no w to

Thus Satan tempts some of God's best
children,
l
‘ Offenses
will come,” suid

a reflector,

waited 969 years, and (hep

had an eternity before him. And Enoch
walked with God, waiting 766 years, and
was not for God took him. Abraham wai.
ed and died 175 years of age. Isaac lived
till he was 180, having been blind and near.
ly helpless, 62 years. Jacob waited til)
the

el
a Sa

anen, their natural and innocent. taste for
variety, fondness for amusement, prefer«ence for young company, and they pan-

Europe, 1,283 schools, with an aggregate
of 4,720 teachers, and 82,623 scholars.

the sin-spots, =

Methuselah

2

We are out-

or

show

yet in my fles
I shallhsep God" Thos!

0

are outbumbered is not all.

generaled as well.
The people of the
rum shop purpose in their hearts not only
10 mar and neutralize, but to obliterate
and replace the lessons of church and
Snnday-school. They bave their series of
lessons with which our International Series cam mot at all compete. » They have
studied carefully the tastes, tendencies,
and preference of boys and of young

stream of water, which for a (time ob5. Religion in’ hurd times: will develstructs the current, but. whe
storms op trae Christian courage. There would:
oome, the rising waters sweep away all bardly have been an occasion for this virrestraint and flow on as before.”
The tue, were they never to meet with such
third affioms that he has *‘ spent his perils, In slightly developed characters,
means and life for the church, and still it men are liable to be timid, and not venis eking out an existence almost use- ture to commit themselves to the cause.
At one time that rich counselor—a memless.”
Fina

realm,

may

hough

a

The saloon grinds on and on with its mill
of destruction all the dags-ef every week ;
all the months of every year.
That we

*‘his efforts are like a dam thrown across a

are raised to an extraordinary degree. And
should not the ministry of ‘to-day seek
afer this inspiration of elevation, and use
it as a two edged-sword, to cleave assunder the errors of the day, as a heavenly
‘telescope to bring nigh the beauties of

n

destroy this body,

a

doors two or three days in the week.

The effort (0 éxtend the American Sunday-school sygtem throughout the Contivent of Euroffe has -beea attended with
encouraging Success. As a rale, on the
Continent th public religious instruction
is given to the children by the school
wasters, and by the ministers prior to
confirmation.
The ‘¢ Foreign Sundayschool Association,” whose head quarters
are in Brooklyn, has now organized in

know that my Redeemer liv

manner but

that

his own life

For, says he, wy

——

toev-

after my skio, worms

to end

h

saloons

the faculties act in a common

temptations

but no, he would wait,

a

twelve

all the

ah

There are

ery church; twelve bar-keepers to every
minister. The church opens its blessed

the pathway and lead the step of benighta.
ed man?
/(c) Thspiration,of ‘elevation, in which

ee

bered.

outnum-

known duty, and still 1 see very, little
good that I have done.”
Another says

ure generations a character

renowned for patience and fidelity, He hog

sa

warfare we of Christ's army are

says, * L have lived faithfully since my
conversion,
leaving unperformed
no

out a dreadful persecution, killing Stephen and ill-treating the church,scattering
the membership so widely that they went
'every where preaching the word.
Their
perilous times fell outto a furtherance of
the gospel, carrying it * into’ régions beyond them, and giving it greater pub.
licity than it had known before.

dow

gin tm

Andin the ed—in almost every school4f the land.

as in them

men are tempted{o
give up the service
of God. In a fit of despondeney one man

through this door to Jighten

e

they

wish

to :

lean in the decline of hfe, they ' have
a dread and fear of being a burden. Now

De

and to educate the Sunday-sehools of the
country to better work.
It is hardly an
** irepressible conflict” over again.
It exaggeration to say that their influence
is war
to the knife, and the knife 10 the is still felt—whether or’ igs recogniz-

hil'; and only one can win.

Hard times a\g dangerous,

more than®any other two men to stimulate

neutralizes the blessed lessons there imparted. Between the two there is the old

an

o:

St
al
2

or else it

ruth¥

pS ——

its doors,

—more than could be accommodated at
oge gathering 4p the city, and they
thought that théy did not need any longer
to toil so ardently. . Bat no sooner did
they contemplate repose, than there broke

Bible come

fundamen

OU

reach

Jerusalem
seemed to desire a more quiet i
)
condition. Feeling themselyes Strongin
their rapid growth, they sought for less
work, ' The first Fear after’ Chriss ascent
sion, they had enjoyed #un unceasing revival and had increased from ,120 to 5000

and

Pad DDS

never

Duediii\doctrin

ph

e

at

they

catches them as they return, and wars or

i

rect. May we not confideflly
expect that spiritual
n, |

w

s

rp

It catches our young men ind boys before they reach the church and Savbachschool —while they are on their way—and

ye

#here

errors, for I'hou art my Truth, Iam not
afraid of corruption for. Thou art my

resurrection.

I am not eafraid of the sor. |

f death, for Thou urt my joy.
righ afl of the severitle of an

L'

for Thou art my righteousnesse,— Gerard
1687,
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tuting machine for the suacieg of souls.
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His

by God

Wh

pe eh

is a

form lessous into being, the Congregation“ This known also,” says Paul, *¢ that
alist** strongly suspects” that the begip- inthe last days perilous times will come,”
ning ofthe great: migvement lies /very and'no vo oneal cau be ) giver Moc
near the door ofthe Old Reformed Dutch than men should be prepared to meet
Church, School,of which Ralph Wells was them, ‘‘Perilous times” means dangerous
superintendent.
That paper says that he times, times of great risks, and exposures
bad the seed of uniforiity plantedgin his to hardships. ‘We will call.such seasons
garden twenty “years before Vincent or
. The apostles mentions sevJacobs were ever heard from.
There eral charactéyistics in his day,and we could
was a timg
when Pardee and Wells did refer to many\in ours.
L)

superintended

idle
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Miss Frances E. Willard contributes
an excellent article on this subject to the
Advance, from which we make the following extract:
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Selections
:

i

different tothe

want it distinctly understood, that

while I say these things, I speak only of
the Papacy as an element of political
away,
4
er. I'am for the Jargest religious ie
Except the love of God, which shall live and
of all sects and denominations in this
:
last (or aye.
The forma of men shall be us they had never country. And this is why I say. it. ' There
n;
is no such liberty in any Roman CathoThe blasted groves shall lose their fresh and ‘lic country, and where the vote of the adtender green;
herents of the Pope of Rome a gregates
And realms shall be dissolved, and empires
be no more,

And

ho

.
so the

ruled from

holy write

ngs
tell,
|
{
With np rolling firmament, where the starry:
armies dwell, 3
Shall melt with fervent heat, ~they all shall

pass away,
:
Except the loveof God, which shall live and
last for aye!
— Bryant,
*+o+

OATHOLIOISM IN POLITIOS.

We are not sufficiently

sensible of “the

prominent part the Catholics, as a solid party, are taking in politics. We may
eventually be made conscious of it to our
: sorrow. In his Thanksgiving sermon’ in
Washington, Rev. Dr. Rankin, after re-

buking ‘the last Republican Congress
for adjourning without having made some
. arrangement for protecting the colored
people of the South at the polls, continued as follows:

The other question which
- can party

blinked,—shall

hiearchy;

was

the fact, now suf-

has gone bodily into Américan politics,

It is a vatural coalition. No one need be
surprised at it; it is the Bourbon element
in Church uniting with the Bourbon element in
State; a
Bourbon twin of tae Siamese oder, drawing its life-blood out of
the dedtal,
of human rights. It is the
band of the Pope laid in blessing upon
the head of a’ political party, It is that
party

koeeling

to

kiss

tized and in

the-Pope’s

the church,

you must lay
would have it safeswhen the storm comes,

you must dig deep and build

it on’ a

rock.
oh
Many people are waiting for God to
come and bless. them in their churches
they

expect he

etousness,

worldliness,

strife

and

sin,

smoldering

for

They expect him to overlook
quarrels that

years;

have heen

wrongs that date buck: to the

time

the very foundation of” the church

was

laid ; hypocrisies that have never been
confessed and put away; sins that ave
hidden, but not repented of; Babylonish
garments and wedges of’ gold which ungodly Acbans haye secreted in their tents;
and pride and sectarianism, which have
been fostered, nursed, and cherished, un-

tit God can not bless or revive such a
church without dishonoring his own truth,
approving wrong, and justifyingethem in
sin and ungodliness.
|
.

under the mighty hand of God.

such as Brown-

son and Hecker, have told us again and
again will eventually come down. I do
not dread i's descent so much as I dread
its silent and secret gathering, while political purses in nightcaps are walking up
and down ia the country erying, * Hash!
hush ! lest it come I” The question whether this country is Protestant or Roman
Catholic, is as irrepressible as was the
question whether it was a country of freecom or & country of slavery. You and I
can mot help this. No man wants this
controversy. No
man wanted the aniti-slavery
agitation; but we have got
to meet it, It is already forced upon us.
The Republican leaders moved that this
question be taken out of politics, might
be settled by constitutional amendments.
It never will be by Democratic consent.

It is the leverage by which the Roman

Catholie vote in this country will always
be managed. The Roman Catholics mean
"to possess the political control of this na-

They have the

Confess

he met a

beggar that be thought

and put on

form.

the

same

‘

Lamb.—D.

L.

Bit-

Dear

ones are taken

dissi-

Riches

are

pated. The trusted prove unwoithy of
confidence, and the roul is like nu ship
beaten of the wind and tossed. But there
is always one way to look, Look up.
the

black clouds, for-

ever shines the blue. There watch the
calm stars. There, somewhere out of
sight, but inexpressibly near to the frail

one

who

seeks

His

help,

is the Friend

who is ever waiting ta be gracious. “What
a friend we have in Jesus,” as the song
says. *‘Is there trouble anywhere? Take
it to the Lord in prayer,” When we are
hedged 10, and go groping through thorn
and thicket to find the way out, there is
always that narrow way and the angels
Naineg to take our hand and guide us

these

free

insti-

may be too in-
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{the blood in one third
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known
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SANBORN

N. H.
Spring term .of eleven
weeks
commences
Wednesday, Feb. 28, 1877.
For further particulars address the Principal, or
E. Tasker, Secretary.

Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec, 5,1876

Lebanon.

SEMINARY.—Spring

March 28, 1877.

The Institution is one of the largest and best
in the state. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
0
J.8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Yt
.—CENTER

self-boarding
and board in
priat Jehsonable rates.
Board
in

clubs

$2.

Apply early.

psd

1

on 3

iv,

to students who

have the minis.

in view.
:
'wo full courses, English and Classical.
For further information address the Principal,
or,
WARREN F088, Secretary.
Center Strafford, January 26, 1876.

AINE
CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.—
PITTSFIELD, ME.~—Courses of study
Normal,
:

Fall Term begins Aug. 20, 1877.
Board for

clubs, either

for ladies or gentlemen,

from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families,
including rooms, ete.,'from $350 to $3.50 per week.
For further particulars, address the Secretary,
C. A, FARWELL. Pittsfield, Me.
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL. ~The speciul work of the school is to Jrepare the
students for college, and every effort is made to
do this in as thorough a manner as possible, Expenses

are

moderate.

Send for a catalogue.

Lewiston, Me.

A. M. JONES, Sec.

EW
HAMPTON
INSTITUTION.—
Six regular courses for both sexes.
Four
terms of ten weeks each.

CALENDAR:

|,

Spring Term

Misses’ 25, 85, 46, 56,
‘The high
style.
DOVE

prices

Womens’ 80, 60, 60, 70.

are for superior quality and

MANUFACTURING

6 Wooster St., New York,

|}

IROWNLES
SL EXTHY

Fl

.

|

We a

E

KEERFS

OUT

Wind and dust.

Siting.
s

COLD,
Stops rot.

Twenty-five feet sent

Rost paid on receipt of 7c.
n
it. No

8 Wire.
Address

apply

Flexible Weather Strip Company,
P. 0. Box 2045.

Summer
3

Fo

17 DEY 8ST, N. X,

$5 to B20ved. “Srivaon’s Bon 1y19
Fare

Sabbath

$3.00

School papers, printed alternate

If the order

er Pa

APHAM

:

Or LEWIS Or: Francis

N.H., July 26,1876.

R. L

and Scientific, and Ladies’
Collegial
study.
term closes March, 2.
Term beging March 18, ends June 8.

For further particulars address the Principal, at

North Scituate, R. I,
July 11, 1876.

tt

IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co.,
New York.
‘Winter Term begins December 5, 1876,
This School was never in better condition for de.
ing thorough

work in Academic

instruction,

ranged courses

ot

With

study.

nary and English Course.
dress the Principal,

Instruction,

No

three carefully

The

:

The Sacred Melody
|
is a small book of 225 hymns and several:
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
35cents;

postage, 2 cents.

The Choralist
.
is a larger book of hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody. 50 cts; postage, 6 cts.
The

Book

of

Classical,

ar

Semi-

For full catalogue, adTRVING

B. SMITH,

than-

Worship

only a few copies lett.

All

gilt edge;

$1.00

Postage, 10 cents.

The Tribute of Praise
is a Hymn and Tune book, prepared for no
one denomination, and is well 4daptéd to social
worship or congregational singing. Price $1.00
per

eopy;

and’ 75

are taken.

cents

each

when

fifty or more:

Postage, 8 cents.

Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price
cents.
y

25

cts.;
:

postage
:

3:

Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions«
of doctrinal theology,
and the
author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's

Commentary

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, con~
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
ather on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents.
The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the dootrines
held by
the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference.

tage, 1 cent.
History

25 cents;

pos-

;
of the Freewill Baptiste
half century

history.

Memoir

75 cents;

postage,

of George

of

ourexistence,.

10 cents.

T'. Day.

contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Ser
mons and Lectures, Price $1.50 and $1.80; post.
age 10 cts.

INSTITUTE,

This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,

English
course of
Winter
Spring

cents.

from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominationah

Jan, 20, ends April 6.

SCITUATE,

Psalimody

is the demowminational Hymn Book, exten.
sively used, printed on both white and tinted
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco,$1,10;
Morocco Gilt, 1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.60.
Postage,
9.gents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage,

covers the first

Vacation two weeks.
Jer be ag Apsi] ay Suds June 28.
er particulars,a
0
the Princ

New Hampton,

primary

land, Maine.

begins

NORTH

CO.,

-

3
+42
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min id
isters &ec., &c.
Price, 10. cents a copy; 96
dozen; $7a hundred. Postage, 2 cents per copy. .

The

Winter Term closes Friday, Jan, 19, 1877.
Vacation one week.

Samples by Mail on receipt of price.
¥ Chiliren’s 15, 24, a 44

-

The Register
”
.
0
contains, in addition tq the usual Calendar
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar-

The

EBANON
ACADEMY .—Pupils fitted for
business or the best colleges.
For particulars, address the
principal or

for both sexes: College
Preparatory,
Classical, Scientific.
Terms, ten weeks.
Spring rym begins Jan. 29, 1877.
Summer
Term begins April 16, 1877.

Stocking Supporters.

°

post-office addresses, officers ~
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—NoRTH- | ministers
"to and
to their os.
an penn Gi
woop,

deep

.

23.5

| ranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly:
ei
With BLAS sil
the Rhu of an

unveiled.White Whale: Mammoth Sharks. Huge
REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY,—
Sea Lion. Seals. American Angler, and tehs of
WATERBURY
CENTER, VT.
thousands of beautitully colored fishes. Birds of
Spring Term 12 weeks, opens March 6, 1877.
the ocean. Flowers of the Sea. Delightful Promes h Expenses are moderate.
nade Concerts by Dodworth’s Orchestra. Every 1 © For further particulars, address the Principal,
Afternoon and
Evening.
or Rev. S. M.
Freeman, Waterbury Center, Vt.

EVERLASTING

»

is for lessthan four months at a time, the eharge
will be at the rate of $8.00 per hundred Pay-.
ment in advance. Sample copies sent free.

School

Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville. Vt.. 1875.
a

Rooms for
vate families

Street.

The

particulars

$3.00

+.

100 copies to one address ror $7.50.

year. three terms of thirteen weeks each.

For full

=
-

Lesson Papers
:
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly,at the rate of -

study :—Classical,
school first class

USTIN
ACADEMY
STRAFFORD, N. H.

The most complete and extensive in the world. Intellectual recreation and amusement. A'beautifui exposition of the Ocean’s Wonders.
fine.
ment—Elegance—~Perfection. Monsters and fisheve

School

-

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each, «
335 cents
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, «
+
25 cents.
Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent.
.
Sample copies sent free.

Board
from $3.00 to $3.50 in tamihes; in clubs
at the lower rates, and rooms furnished for self
boarding.
J

YORK

& 35th

are

in every particular. Library and Readiug Room
tree to students. School Building new and come

modious.

-

weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated, ~

:

Three
complete courses
of
Scientific, and Ladies’ course.

N.H.

scribersy” each

YNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Faculty

er,

Postage is paid by.the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle

This Institution offers to students important
and peculiar advantages.
For particular, intormation, send for a Circular to
:
Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

HITESTOWN

AQUARIUM,
from

CO.,WEST VIRGINIA-

Bqgton and

with no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
- $4.50
Clubs of srxor more, one-third new sub-

Decem-

INGTON, TAYLOR

The publication offices are

Special offers, strietly in advance,

commences March

COLLEGE ,~FLEM-

gressive.

Chicago, but all communications, save for the
Western Department, should be addressed to Df

“ . ihadvance,

Muscatine Co., Iowa,

Term opens

I.

Physicians wishing to locate in some town or
city in this business can be furnished with territory and our illustrated papers advertising the
same, by addressing as above.

GREAT

weeks, commences

TEST VIRGINIA

W.

E. F. TOWNSEND, M. D,,

es

13

of 12 weeks,

Baptist

PUBLICATIONS.

Terms per year

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

Address all letters as heretofore.

High

Wilton,

the

and burns, causing the
blood to be heated, so
that it warms every part

122

Winter Term of

¥or circulars write to the Presiden., or to the
Principal.
augld

Ww.

LATE OF

address

ILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE—-WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,
IOWA.

pain.|ygen you inhale into the

M, D,

other information,

passes

Daticuts Jxygen Somes int Sones

\

or

ber 65th, 1876.
Bi
Term
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Ina certain district in Russia there is
to be seen, in a solitary place, a pillar
with this inscription : ** Greater love hath
no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friend.”
That pillar tells
a tucking tale, which many of you must
have heard. It was a wild region, infested with wolves, and as a little party
traveled along, it soon became plain that
these were on their track.
The pistols
were fired ; one horse after another. was
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He loved us, and sent His Son to be the
propitiation for our sins.” That pillar is
the Bible—the noble pillar of Scripture— J.T. Trowbridge,
Louisa M. Alcott,
Edward Eggleston,
J. G. Whittier,
I know men say, * This country has ‘written all over with loving words, and
James T. Fields,
Louise C, Moulton,
no religion.” It has no State religion, telling of salvation.—N, Y. Observer.
Rebecca H. Davis,
C. A. Stephens,
but it has a religion of the people, and
Mrs. A. H. Leonowens, Harriet
———
pr
ee
P, Spofford,
Edward
Everett
Hale,
Julia
Ward Howe.
that is Protestant. This is true historical
STRAIGHTWAY.
ly; itis true us amatter of tact. FreeIts reading is adapted to the old and young; is
dom of religious opinion prevails here,nqt
‘ Straightway!” do what the hand very comprehensive in its character, It gives:
because there is no religion, but because findeth to do ! It may be less or more.
Stories of Home
and
religion here is Protestant; because of It may bea thing or a course that will be Stories of Advegture,
Letters of Travel,
School Life,
Protestant battles for religious freedom, commented on, qr passed over in silence Editorials
upon Current Tales, Poetry,
Topics,
here and elsewhere. The
Selections for Declamagfundamental by others. No matter; when the light Historical
Articles,
mation,
principle of Protestantism is this: The comes, it is to be followed.
When the Jiographical Sketches, Anecdotes, Puzzles,
right of every creature of God to worship sense of duty is produced, it is as sacred Religious Articles,
Facts and Incidents.
him according to the dictates of his own to the soul as the Bible itself, the sense
Subscription Price, $1.75.
Speeimen copcomecience. It is the correlate of the fun- of duty is the Bible of the soul ! it is proies sent free. Please mention in what papers you
damental principle in our civil affairs that duced only to be obeyed.
every citizen has a right to determine for
‘¢ Straightway!” and you will be giv- ‘read this advertisement.
himself
for whom he will vote for pub- ing your soul the first and one of the
PERRY MASON & Co.,
lic office, and to vote for him; and ae- most indispensible of all the conditions of
cording to the present coalition, the two growth.
41 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
Children would not grow if
principles will stand or fall together. they were laid all day on couches—they
The Papacy crushes out individual free- would sicken and die. A man might be
dom in the Church; the slave aristocracy born, organically a Sampson, but if he What Will the Weather
inthe State. ¥ou may think that it is a never used his muscles,if he never ¢ went
BE TO-MORROW ?
mere question of religions. It is deeper out and shook himself,” any Delilah could The SIGNAL SERVICE BAROMETER
than that; it is a question of freedom bind him, any Philistine could lead him
Wij Tell You.
of religious opinion. It is Protestantism away.
Work and grow. Struggle and
It
wal detect and indicate corr
bere that makes religious opinion free. grow strong. ‘‘ But Saul increased the
ly any change in the weather 1346
24
Once let the Roman Catholics come itto move in strength,”
hours in advance, It will tell what
political pewer in this country, and you .
kigd of a storm i approaching, and
*Straightway!” and you will have
from what quarter it comes—invalucan no more have freedom of religious ended no #mall part of the lesser misery
able to navigators. FARMEKS can
opinion than
you can have freedom of of life.
lan their work according to its preFor indeed, not a little of that
ctions.
It will save flity times its
political opinion in South Carolina or misery is the result of duty undone.
A
costin a single season.
There is an
Louisiana to-day. In corruptions of the word unspoken, an action postponed, a
accurate - thermometer
attached,
‘which alone is worth the price of the
ballot, Jesuitism would outstrip even visit unmade, a letter unwritten, a sacricombination.
We will send it exthe Democratic party.
fice declined,—how do such things as
press paid to any address on receipt
of
TWO DOLLARS,
In the recent national election, upon
these shadow our days sometimes! How
AGENTS WANTED. SEND STAMP
one side this issue was fairly, but -silent- do they drink up our joys, or hinder them |
FOR CIRCULAR.
ly and secretly, made up. The Roman from flowing! We never can have a reH. W. POOL & CO.,
Catholic vote of this country went as trospect perfectly clear, even for ‘a day;
835 Broadway, New York.
solidly in one direction, the
direction thére is always something to checker,
of reaction and Bourbonism in public something to make us thankful with the
WHAT THE PUBLIC SAY.
as though
affairs,
marshaled by
the old thankfulness for the open
fountain.
We have carefully inspected the
Pope
himself. And who
knows but But * straightway” will make that misery
above-described Signal Service Ba
l rometer, and found it to be as stated
what it was? It was the Papacy that as little as it ‘well can be. It will fill us,
by Messrs. Pool & Co., who are hon.
recognized the Confederacy. It is only much as anything else can, with the « joy, orable and rel{able.—Boston
Daily Post.
old friends striking hands. The New of the Lord,” which is our strength.
Syracuse, N. Y., August 8, 1876.
Send Ipmediahel
si¥, dozen rometers 3 it
York Observer complains of a Roman
Straightway.”
Let us remember,
Catholic priest who ** stood all day at that the word is not for the beginning Elves ves g good satisfaction and sells JNO.at sight.
R. BAKER,
the polls and actually electioneered in alone,although it is most signifinant then,
Ship “Twilight,” San Francisco, Aug. 1, 1876,
'' behalf of a ‘candidate for district judge, but for the whole of the course.
I
find
your
Barometer
works
as
well
as one that
It
it every time.
and intimidated members of bis church should run along the life like a golden cost $50. You can rely on Capt.
C. B. ROGERS,
in the exercise of the elective franchise.” tread, binding and holding all together.
Please mention this paper in writing,
In Detroit, a Polish Catholic priest arch- It is found in every great and beneficent
ed his people in platoons to the polls. life, invisible sometimes for awhile amid Received Highest Honors conferred at
Similar facts comes from all parts of the the upiforwnity of circumstances, then
Centennial,
land. Everything, theretore, would have breaking out again like ‘a sun-flash. when
NEW WILLCOX & GIBBS
been gained
to the party of freedom if occasion comes, but steadily
gathering in
the issue had been as openly metby it, as fullness ‘and force all the while, and on to
upon the other side it was made up. If the end. Theend of such a life is grand
we could bave had this issue in our cam- in the highest degree, and yet the mode
puign, I do not believe that the Protest- of reaching it is as simplicity itself.
It
ants who have come froni the ecclesias- is ‘putting * Straightway” at the beginSILENT SEWING MACHINE.
tical tyrannies of the Old World; who ning, holding by it through the course,
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have seen how (hese tyrannies have suck- and on to the end.—Synday Magazine,
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ed the lite-blood out of the liberties of the
°
(Cor. Bond 8t,)
658 Broadway, New York.
people there; who understand their set
Only machine
ted policyof discouraging popular edinthe world
Duty is a power which rises with us in
with
ucation and freedom of thought, are quite the morning und goes to rest with us at
Automatis
ready to give over info the
hands of their | night. . It is the shadow which cleaves to
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God says, if you ever get into the
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WHAT LOVE HAS DONE.

New York, and through this they now
aspire to the political control of the nation. Shall they have it?

tutions, even though

“A

ud

li

:

fa

THE RISING

kingdom vou must come as 4 sinner saved

through the blood of

2.

.

4

their names as volunteers, and’ perhaps. symptoms.
the next man would be a hod ecarrier,
dressed in rage, but they both had to stri

our faults.
Setile your old quarrels.
ay a good foundation.
Purge out the
old leaven. Stone the Achans.
Hew'the
Agags in pieces before the Lord. Make
straight paths for your feet. Take away
the stumbling-blocks.
Prepare ye the
way of the Lord, make his paths Straight. into it,
Do this, and you shall not wait long.
for
his coming, bis blessing, and his salvation.— The Christian.

litical control of the city and State of in is love, not that we loved God, but that

representatives

ry

of sharity.

bat could not find a fit subject.

unsettled

Now, some of you want me to say these
words with bated breath, lest they provoke the very thing which you fear,—a
great_religious controversy in this country. It never will bea religious contro.
versy; it will be a political controversy,
to protect thie rights of religious hberty.
You dread lest the echoes of some single
voice will cause to be precipitated that
avalanche which (be more outspoken

though a fool, can not fail to discover it. -

ih gf presen. hon

good and regular standing in open. When our war was going on I
men dressed up in fine
If you would
build a house, noticed youn
a foundation; and if yon clothes, with kid gloves on, putting down

If you want a revival of God’s work,
go to the bottom of things. Break up the
fallow ground. Let the Gospel plow go
deep into the soil, no matter what it turns
up. Repent of ssn. Humble yourselves.

know where it ig for sale.

Nu

CATARRH!

reat toe. And fiow this moment in the
istory ol this country. this coalition will
be permanent. Our only safety is in mak
ing it so-plain that the way faring mab;

Roman - Catholic writers,

.

DR. TOWNSEND'S
Oxygenated Air!

the Republi-- will do it on top of all their pride, covnot

I say had

ficiently apparent, that the Roman Catho‘fic Church, as a political organization,

same.

-

do. He made an’ appointment to meqt
him in his rooms upon a'certain day.
At the appointed time the man appeared All Persons at a distance treated by
Mail with Perfect Success by describ.
and said to the artist:
“I am here wccording to agreement.” ing their symptoms.
:
itself, and is cast by its leaders, as a The artist looked at him and said: = *
‘I do not know you; I never saw you
make-weight, into the scales of either of
(Send for our large, beautifully {linstrated paper
our great political parties,
gtr civil, no before.”
sent free to any address.)
iE
“Yes,”
said
the
man,
“I
met
you
at
less than our religious, liBrties are endangered. Aad we may as well look at such a‘place, such a day, and you told me
it first as las If we do not look at it to come here to-day and sit for my pictnow, we shall be compelled to look at if ure,
Lu. Oh,” said the artist, ** that was a begpresently.
*
.
ar."
y
y
wa
ore
*
Well,” said the man, “I am that
PREPARE YE THE WAY.
beggar, but I thought I would put on a
of clothes if I am to have, my
You can not well build a house on top new suit
oo
of a brush-heap, nor can you lay a good picture taken.”
** Well,” said the artist, ** you are not
foundation upon rolling stones, rotiing
I want a beggar—a
lags, or loose lumber.
And it is just as the man I want.
r
oo
oO
TC
I
0
.
difficult tohave a real revival of Gods prodigal.”
Just
so
it
is
with
God.
It
is
the
ragged
work on top of the world, the flesh, and
sinner for whom
the gates of heaven |
the devil, even though they are all ba

and in their families, und

the courage to confront P—in the recent
election, was the fact of a virtual coalition
between their political opponents and the

Romish

-
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All things that are on earth shall wholly pass,
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the Ares globe itself,
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H

Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint of 130 pages from su Eoglisky
edition, and considers the responsibility of maa
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts

Close Communion,

or Open Communion

is an experience and an argume.t, in which
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptist
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count . for, the present wid
things,
and that this supposes that'if
we trace
back the animal and the vegetable world,

MOSHER,

A. H. Hauling, Western

IY,

rive at that gelatinous mass, which, so far
as our present knowledge goes,is the com-

D. D.

J. J. BUTLER,

.

D.

REV, J, M. BREWSTER.

&* All comnfynications designed for publication should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
letters en business, remittances of money, &c.,
should be addre¥sed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.
{

"For unto you is born this day, in the
city of David, a Saviour, which
the Lord.
.

is Christ

Itis with prayerful interedt that we
contemplate the coming of Moody and
Sankey toBostom.
And itis an interest
in which every Christian ought to share,
whether he lives in Boston,—or even in

the United States,—or not. Christ's work
is one work.
If it prospers at one point,

that should fill all other

parts

of the

Christian household with rejoi¢ing. And
it is & work that is eminently promoted
by prayer, the Holy Spirit coming and
working in

answer

thereto.

It:is

part of the

work that every

this

Christian,

however remote from Boston, can

sim-

pler and simpler, until we finally * ar-

Editor.

CONTRIBUTORS :'

PROF. JOHN FULLONTON,
Pror.

we shall find that the forms become

Editor.

aid in.

mon foundation of all life,” and: probably
that also could be traced further baek to

the ggneral nebulous origin of matter ;
and that in this progression everything

has been regular: and steady,
there has been

no

breach

so that

of continuity.

He gives the egg, gradually transformed
into a chicken, as an illustration of his
idea of evolution.
wv

It will be seen at once that-if” man has
thug been

developed from

mal,*and that human

a lower

ani-

and all other life

may be traced back to a * gelatinous
mass,” then the Bible account of-creation
can not be true, and the Bible is consequently upworthy of our attention in its
claims to be a divine revel
Prof.
H. does not say that there is no God, he

does not enter on that question

at all in

80 many words; but his theory decides
that there is no such God as the Bible

sets

before us, one

who

crested

all

things, and superintends all things.
|. Well, if this theory can be proved

to

we must submit to it, and give
And-unless such aid. is given, the best be|: true,
the “notion that man was created
possible results of the meetings will
hardly
be realized. Friends, do you re-

alize this ? Pray over it.
Make it a
sondl matter.
Let it be as though
ton were your own household, and
were asking a blessing upon it.

vou may certainly help along the

perBosyou
Thus

work.

And it wouldn't be strange if, while
prayingsso, a revival should be experienced.in your own churches. We have no
doubt that they need it.
If ome can think upen the birth and
‘ministry, the death and resurrection of
«Christ,—albeit the bitterest persecution
and the cruelest deathof all the ages be
suggested by it,—without ending his
meditatioh in a glad song of joy. for the
blessed results of it, he can then perhaps explain why this Christmas time
should not be one of festivity and glad»

ness, and why, notwithstanding

its mixt-

ure of pathos and woe, the controlling
feeling should not be one of genaine rejoieing. Thus itis that we always speak
of the Christmas festivals instead of the
Christmas fast. - It is natwral and right.
Yotgan not send your thought into that
grave where the Saviour was buried
without its being at once winged away
to the upper mansions where he dwells
in endless glory. Think of the hour of
pain, the brief period of death, without
the thought settling at once upon the infinite bliss, the everlastinglife that were
exchanged for it ? Impossible! And so
* with thankfulness

for

all

mercies,

and

salvation

through

Jesus

Christ,

dwelling with him in heaven;

and

and

of

we

must take our places with all other
things which are *‘ of the earth, earthy,”
and look for nothing beyond this world.
This is a great fall for man; but ¢¢ truth
But before we give up our Bibles and
our hopes, perhaps we had better examine
the ‘ Evidences of. Evolutien”

while Prof. H. gives us.

tiles; of the probability that reptiles were
changed into birds, of a bird with teeth,
of another creature of which the head has
not been found, but which he thinks

partly reptile, and

partly bird;

some fossil bones,

which

of

says

were

* twisted about and out of place,”

from

which

he

was

and

he constructed a diagram

of an

animhl
which,if it had feathers, would be
a bird, but he does not know whether it
had them ornot. He thinks that these

things show that ** possibly” an ordinary

reptile may have been

changed

¢ into a

being tempted and at the same time lookingto Christ for vietory
find the way hedged up

or escape they
and experience

only defeat, hardly accords with the ex-

foot, and, further back still, he finds

which he thinks belonged

to animals

feet

of

the horse kind, which had three toes, and
still another which had a fourth toe, and

.

sevents do not follow anything but the
natural order

of cause

and

states three hypotheses

effect.

“He

respecting the

«order of nature: 1. That all things have
always existed as they are; 2, Thatat a

ants.

He does, however, glance at it in-

cidentally, when he affects a laugh atthe
flexibility which he says is claimed for

the Hebrew language.
But we must also note some of the admissions of Prof. Huxley in these lect-

ures.

These admigsions are good evi-

dence against the.theory of evolution

and they tend to confirm the Bible ad

at

which

they

evolution requires

a series

of grada.

itputs

position, as it will see

on

when

conditions seem

to have

at intervals from other groups,"
‘whd at
present, “intermediate forms which bridge
over these gaps or intervals” can not be

which we quoted,

found.

And

he

admits

further

in cases where these intermediate

de occur,

that

forms

*‘if happens” that they * do

not occur in the exact order in’ which
they oughtto occur, if they really had
formed steps in the progression.”
?

There. is; much more thatwmight

said on these

lectures

if we

Instead of quoting a

“ pprt of a sentence,” as charged, we
gave the clear, unequivocal, *‘ full-round-

ed” expression of our contemporary entirg in the simple words:
‘ We admit
all baptized believers.” We cledrly stated the connection in which the language
was used.
The National Baptist used
the words-without ambiguity of meaning,

be for in the entire article quoted from hare

had room.

is not a word or sentence

which

directly

Prof, H, reminds us of a* counsel, who or jpditectly modifies the force of the

saysto a jury, * Iknow
as I state it to you.

that the case is

I am aware that the

statement quoted.

As to whether

or not

knew where to find it; while there is thority.
though I have never seen any.

dence than

other evi-

that which I bring before

you, I am fully satisfied that the conclus-

. For further particulars with
reference to the growth of free communion sentiments we refer our contprfiporary to another source’ of excellenf authority, viz. : Rev. Dr. Lorimer !

ions I have come to are correct;
and itis ~——SuALL WE TrusT THE

BALLOT?

It

your duty to bring in a
y socord- Isn't strange that some men's hearts fail
ance, with my views.”
sucha | them, when, in view of all the corrupjury would conclude that it. was their tion of the ballot, they reflect that that
duty to base their verdict on the evidence is nevertheless the instrument by which
before them, and not on the opinion of we are to perpetuate liberty and the other
the counsel, and we, after a careful ex- institutions of this country. The last elecaminationof the ‘¢ Evidences of Eyolu- tion has shown to: whit an extent base
tion” produced by Prof. H., come to the means may succeed in preventing the
deliberate conclusion that they do not best will of the people.” Not only are

prove what he undertakes to establish;

-and that they fall
ing so.

very

far short of do-

O wake our hearts, in gladness sing,
And keep our Christmas with our King.
PUP
ore

THE OENTRAL ASSOCIATION.
Thef" minutes of the seventh annual

theeting of this Association are

before

us.

which

They show that the

session,

Association,

with

expressions

gratitude for past favors.

of

The reports

of the Secretary and Treasurer accompany
the minutes.
The Association, as is well known, is
composed of liberal Baptist churches in
New York and Pennsylvania, the New

York State F. B. Mission Society having

been merged in the Assodigtion at the
outset.

Its object, as s

in the

min-

utes, is ‘‘to promote acquaintande among
all open communion Baptists whom it

may reach,” and

*‘ to unite,

encom

and strengthen the Free Baptists of New

votes now manufactured with surprising
readiness in the most of our large

cities,

but the voter himself in some sections of
the country is at the mercy of rude and
| law-breaking men.
In the face of these

things, which are not the most serious
ones that the ballot must contend with,
noman need be-called an alarmist who
hesitatesto believe that it is going to
perpetuate the genius of this Republic
without more and stronger safeguards

about it.

But the instinct of self-preser-

and powerful organizations

are

to it, except as they can use it for selfish

ends.

It is the duty of every true citizen

It early undertook to re-inforce our Foreign Mission, and has already sent out
three missionaries to that field, besides

employed.

should be

no others ; that delegates from churches
or associations of churches should compose the larger missionary organizations,
so that the churches may be the recognized constituency ; that men and women are equals in church relations and
Christian work, and oughtto act together
as one in Christ Jesus and not ‘in separate organizations; that free-communion
Baptist churches are as truly Baptist as

or

contrary

to

ed

It is well understood that the presence

of United States troops at the pollin
places never prevented a full exercise 0
the franchise by any citizen of whatever

political faith, If, then, they have had
any effect whatever upon the "ballot cast,
it has been to insure protection tothe
citizen casting it,in giving it to the cahdi-

date of his unbiased choice without fear,
and thus securing the very essence of
liberty. It may-be that the
presence of
twenty-four United States soldiers, under

the command of a captain and lieutenant,
quartered in the custom house at Peters-

burg on the 7th of

November, at a con-

siderable distance from any polling place,

whatever,

and

withbut

going

near

the

polls during the election, May have secured a different result front what would
have been obtained if they had not been

there (to maintain.

the

peac

in case of

safetyon the other hand

are faithfully

Heap on more wood ! the wind is chill,
But let it whistle as it will,
We'll keep our Christmas merry still.

this one

congressional

district,

in

the

State of Virginia, the legal and constitutional voters have been able to return as
elected the candidates of their choice.
~—THE EASTERN CONFERENCE.
Cable
dispatches indicate an adjustment of the
Russian-Turkish difficulties without war.
The*members of the conference, who
represent the great powers of Europe, appear to be acting discreetly and firmly,as

though they meant on the one hand to
check the oppressive
pglicy of Russia
and on the other o caret the wicked
and tyrannous spirit. of the murderous
Turks.
The difficult thing to settle will

be the relations of the Mohammedans and
Christians, to place whom, in seme respects, on an equal footing, now appears
to be the aim of the Cenference.
Meanwhile, active military preparations are
going on, notwithstanding the continuance of the armistice.
~—FUNERALS AND REvoLuTIONS.
The
French have been near goinginto a state
of revelation for two or three weeks past,
in part over the question of the proper

be

of the wholesome

the site of ancient Mycane have resulted,
if we may take his word for it, satisfactorily. In a letter to the King of Greece,

* The treasure,” he says,
to fill a large museum,

* is sufficient
and the most

The point we

made

such an utterance from such a
forded good evidence of the
liberal views, on the communion
and we rejoiced at it.
Our

was

that

source af‘growth of
question,
Cincinnati

contemporary is led to wonder ‘‘ out of

tor in Bates, and soon entered upon the
practice of law in Boston. He succeeded
well in his profession,

and

was

at

one

time Assistant District Attorney for Suffolk County. Failing health had been a

source of anxiety to his friends for a year
or more. In the Autumn he undertook a
journey te the South, hoping that a milder climate would promote his health, but
he was unable to proceed further than
Philadelphia, where he rapidly declined,
dying at the gge of 32. He leaves a wife
and one child, in whose behalf the tenderest sympathies are awakened,

fact.”

x

I

on 4

ks

ourselves and the

people

among

whom

we labor ? Our Mission is suffering greatly for the want of more laborers, 3 still

ant missions there. - He had been a lib3 | show them that our confidence in ours—
man, and a stout’ op- ‘the only true God—prompts us to do all
ponent of ‘papal schemes,
Sq he now things possible for their welfare.
Bro.

wcoompunyleg
paers whieh hy ox |
plain the reasons and. justify the act of
stationing troops at Petersburg,
election day.

with
South,

= The

reference

same

Va., on

reasons

hold

to other places in the

Of course such use of the

army

should be made with the greatest discretion, and only when a necessity exists.

ly, the theaters and opera houses of that place

that henceforth they must be kept closed, as
the law directs, on the Sabbath day.
No in.

|

fluence can he more demoralizing to the young

than these Sunday evening performances at
third-rate theaters, =
a
There are several good Freewill Baptist min.

isters who

are

really

unable

to

pay

for the

Morning Star. But they ought to have the
paper, and any person who wishes to give it
to them for a year can have it at half price for
that purpose. There ought to be many generous patrons of the

Star who would gladly give

$2.00 for fo deserving an object:

The offer on.

ly applies to such worthy ministers as are un.

ble to pay for the paper.

Gi

The value of presence of mind and the im.
portance of diséipline received a most weloome

illustration during the

fire at Minneapolis,

burne
to dthe ground. “Lhe fire commenced

at the lower story near the center of the build.
ing, and in ten. minutes had enveloped all the

roomsin flames; yet, under
the cool direction

of the teachers, all ladies, every child escaped
unhurt. All honor to the coolness and cour.
age of these women.
Speaking of the * Doll’s Fair,” it should n't
be overlooked that not only are the poor children in the hospitals to be made happier by it,

to the boys and = girls who have furnished
the
articles on exhibition.
The girls could n't

but that real benefit has already come from it

have cut and prepared

the,

dresses and other

furnishing for those dolls without acquiring
skill in needle work, that will be a constant
help to them.
Neither could the boys have

made those brackets
and done all the other va.
riety of gig-saw work without reaping great
benefit from it. So the Fair has been not only
a charitable and benév.
enterprise, but an

industrial and really
us have another.

uséfiil one
|

as well.

Let

Berominational Helos,
The Foreign Mission.

!

APPORTIONMENTS FOR 1876.
Several things have combined

nn
with the

** hard times” to bring our Foreign Mis-

sion Treasury into peculiarly straightened circumstanees. But two courses have

seemed open to the Treasurer—either to

withhold remittances to the missionaries,

or to borrow money.
He could not find
it in his heart to withhold the remittances
~let us all thank the Lord for that—and
80 he has reluctantly borrowed, until a
considerable debt has accumulated.

The one thing we need now to remove

It will bring with it an

ee

THE NEW DEPARTURE.
1. It is a departure together—not a departure from each other—nor from the
work — nor
from
the
great
objects
of lhe work, but a departure
together in the work for greater efficiency,
the three Benevolent
Societies —Home
Mission, Foreign Mission and Education—
Joining hands and bringing their united
skill and strength to these different departments of the one work ef the Lord.
The unanimity with which the three Societies have advocated and adopted
this
change of policy is one of the most hopeful guarantees of its success.
It means
concentration in good faith, And concentration of forces generally means increased
efficiency of forces.
Many a good cause
in this world has declined under the debilitating influence of chronic ¢ scatteration,” in the policy of its management, and
finally died of sheer thinness.
The recent
diagnosis of the case of our Benevolent
Societies seemedto some

of

the

¢ Doc-

tors” to reveal symptoms of this fatal disease, and the remedy suggested is a little
of the essence of concentrated effort. Now
let us all give it a fair trial and see if the
patient does not revive.
2. Itis a departure touching methods
only. It purposes no interference whatever with any existing local organization
working for these three causes, but simply suggests a simple, easy and efficient
method of doing the work. . It will not in
any way disturb the present relations of
any local Educational or Mission Societies
| bt. Associations, nor'will it change at all

the channels through which the contribu-

gral, progressive

how small a thing some good souls can firmer establishment of truth,
obtain comfort,” and then says :
Here is the Morning
Star
laying at
oor$Ar THE SOUTH. ThejPresfhe.cld wade of the Baptist 0 fg paid ident has sent Goan
bier

whose behalf it was conducted.
The Young Men’s Christian Association of
Indianapolis has set a good example to the
organizdtion in other cities, by notifying, kind.

Our Benevolent Societies.

tion, and we shall be able to settle the
genuineness of the Doctor's claims with more for the want of that Divine power
‘which shall render the word reached efsome degree of probability.
|
fectual, in arousing dead sinners, and
bringing them to Christ.
——A ProTestANT DEFEAT.
The overLet us indeed pray for the success of
throw of President Lerdo's government this work. The heathen seem to be losin Mexico is a heavy blow at the Protest- ing confidence in their gods. Let us

finds himself opposed by the combined
forces of Catholicism, with all the ignorant and revolutionary parties in the country to back them.
But ¢ ever the truth
comes uppermost” in the long run, and
temporary defeat may be‘followed by the

trie man

on the children jy

the old year goes out?
Remittances may be made either to the
Financial Secretary or to the Treasurer.
E. N. FERNALD, Financial Ske.
Lewiston, Me., Dec. 18, 1876.

splendid in the world.

lievers.”

Blessings

lift together Mn this good cause before

The joyous tidings : Peace, good will.
re
——
OBITUARY.
We regretto announce the
death of Horace R. Cheney, Esq., the
only son of President Cheney, of Bates
Coldege, which occurred in Philadelphia

laboring simply for the love of science, I
waive all claim to the treasure, and offer
it, with intense enthusiasm, entirely to
Greece.” Dr. Schliemann is a very hopeful person, and may perhaps be overconfident of the value of his discoveries.
THE MISSIONARIES. A communication
At any rate, if the relics are what he represents them to be he has essentially con- from our veteran missionary, Rev. J.
founded the theory of Niebuhr and his Phillips, reports himself and wife in good
disciples that the whole Homeric story health, and grateful for the privilege of
Many
was a myth. © As an exchange suggests, continued service for the Master.
‘if these. tombs are the resting-places prominent natives are convinced of tha
of the bones of Agamemnon and his com- truth of the Bible, and make some atpanions, they are at least 3000 years old, tempt to worship God in secret, but do
and whatever is found in them will have not openly declare themselves for fear of
almost priceless value for the light it losing caste. Bro. Phillips says:
Will not our friends in the churches
will shed on the state of art and the fashunite their prayers with ours, for the oution of life in Greece in the Homeric pouring
of the Holy Spirit, both upon

cycle.” At any rate, the discoveries will
pass under learned and critical examina-

woman.

the olaims we can meet in this direction.
Some new methods are to be introduced.
A clear field is needed for them. Let us
have this old account closed before the
first of January.
Will not the pastors
and people take hold for one good strong

selves, and be so recognized.”

There can be no doubt that the plan of
making the churches “the recognized
constituency” of missionary work is an
excellent one, and one, perhaps, that we
as a people have not been sufficiently

and

right upon us.

any others, and ought to so assert them-

As Tam

appeals to the sympathies of every

barrassment, is the prompt remittance in
full of the unpaid apportionments for
1876, The beginning of the new year is

dated Nov. 28, he claims that he has dis- last Wednesday. Mr. Cheney graduated
covered and explored * the tombs of at Bowdoin College, was for a while tuAgamemnon,
Cassandra,
Kurymedon
and their companions who were killed at the banguet by Clytemnestra
and her lover,” and that in the tombs he
has found immense archaeological treasures and many articles of pure gold.

the Dolls Fair held there last wée 0 1 ht
phatically & Christian enterprise, and. one tht

this débs and relieve the Treasurer of em.

opinion that ** we must have officers
who will not only execute orders and apply the laws, but set an example of respect for the government they serve.”
His
if)licyis one that the Bonapartists
will J6 likely to oppose, and will be
in opp conflict with the views of Gambeta
and his train.

The happy Christmas comes once more,
The heavenly Guest is at the door
hei: The blessed words the nations thrill,

—2*DR. SCHLIEMANN'S EXPLORATIONS.
The explorations of Dr. Schliemann on

We are glad to notice the appreciative
that the secular press in Boston
said

riot) on the face of the returns. But, if Minn, last week; by which a school ‘building,
such is the case, it is only proof that in containing nearly a thousand children, was

quarter,’ and to

opposed

to see that the danger on the one hand
| is appreciated, and that the means of

ary societies, and that there

unsound

fact :

vation is overmastering, and ‘doubtless
herein lies a sure promise.
As the
people begin to see what threatens them,
—and they must now be well convinced | escort to attend the funeral exercises of
on that point,—they will rally to save certain veterans of the French military
what is dearer than life to them, and that service. In fact the revolution was actis their home and country. There never ually * accomplished in the chamber of
was
a time when the sacredness of the Deputies, M. Simon having been electballot, as the instrument by which the ed President of the Council and Minister
dearest principles of the country are to of the Interior in place ofthe unyielding
The new President seems to
be preserved, needed to be more faith- Dufaure.
fully taught or more strongly realized. be impressed with ** a reverence for reNot only bad and powerful men but bad ligion," which is something new in that

York and Pennsylvania.”
Gail
Its chiefest and best intluence has been
exerted through its missionary efforts.

contributing to a proposed fund for evangelistic purposes, to aid in establishinga
theological professorship in Hillsdale
college, and to assist the Normal school
at Harper's Ferry.
* Its theory of missionary and Christian
work is that ** the churches are mission-

wherein it is

these werds * fail to be an expression of without any jawatyrence on their part

evidence which I bring before you does
fact,” we shall not attempt 'to decide, benot prove this, but I believe that
excellent
wr| ing quite willing to accept our
further evidence somewhere, if I.
on!
Philadelphia contemporary as good au-

still other evidence that I believe has
been irrecoverably destroyed.
But al-

This

its editorial spectacles and any person to peint out to us, if they can,

reads, as evidently it has not done, the
paragraph in the National Baptist from

is then

time

. All of which makes it necessary to say, ‘Both of these

are pretty closely allied
$ogether, but
which are separated by“ great breaks

count of creation. ~ He admits that the
"
;
animals and plants of the present time otettin
a oe Bren ivy Notions
were ereated ; and 3. That the present have had only a temporary duration, and . Baptist, And this is the way it does it:
part of our paragraph is’
«order of things proceeded by a natural that ‘* not one solitary species of fish (A
Now we can not help
iki 8
course from an
cedent order, and now in existence is to be found” in the Ep.
that
the
Star
knows
very
well
t
h
a
th
8
older
rocks.
He
also
says
that
the
geologiand
order,
tecedent
ano
from
that
not the full-rounded expresssion of ‘the
soon; and that these changes carry us so cal record is incomplete, and is likely to National Baptist, and that if it were it
«far back that we must give up any at- remain so, and that while the theory of would still fail to be an expression of the’
to assign the

i

subject we will quote, respectfully asking

groups, the different members of whi

«comparatively recent period all things

stempt

Di

portion of the President's message on the

perience of the best Christian men. And he believes that we shall find horses with
do Christians never yield to temptation ? five toes! And this is ‘‘ demonstrative
And this goes favorable te. Once get such a plan in
Ah, yes, sadly and deplorably. But that evidence of evolution,”
by no means proves the insufficiency of to prove that every form of life, includ- successful operation, and we believe
God's grace to have kept them.
It rath- ing man, has come by regular progression there is no other that might be made so
» er proves the weakness of mere human from a gelatinous mass, which in its turn really helpful in all benevolent work,
and save so nmch of its income to meet
«nature, as the sequel may prove the probably came from nebulous matter!
abundant love of the Father and his read- Talk ofthe credulity of Christians after actual needs, as it. It is practically that
line of policy that our benevelent sbcieiness to pardon and restore every one this !
ties
are now pursuing.
But
let
us
look
a
little
further
at
Pro* ‘who has failed.
If we find, with Paul,
Remittances for the special work of
that “ when I would do good evil is fessor Huxley, and his mode of reasonthe Assoeiation should be madeto the
present with me,” we may also learn with ing. He speaks of three hypotheses ; and
Treasurer,
Rev.
D. M.
Stuart, Pike,
while
he
calls
ti
second
one
the
Miltonic
him that “the Lord shall deliver me from
:
:
every evil work.”
:
hypothesis, an connects with it some N.Y.
“|
sneers
at
the
first
chapter
of
Genesis,
he
Gloryto God in the highest, and on
Yield, summer’s brightest sunrise,
takes no notice of a fourth hypothesis
earth peace, good will toward men,
To this December morn:
0b
which has been held by men as eminen®
Lift up your gates, ye Princes,
:
PROFESSOR HUXLEY
AND EVOLU- for scientific attainment as himself, and
Our Saviour, King, isborn .
who have believed that the Bible was
E3404
.
shyt
TION.
* +4
#Professor Huxley is the avowed cham- thoroughly in accord with the discoveries
.
OURRENT. TOPIOS,
We mean that which supposes
¢ pion of Evolution, and his three lectures ofscience.
—~—+
TAKING
'COMFORE.”: Under this
the
first
verse
of
Genesis
to
have
rédferin New York city were on the ¢¢ Eviden+
ces of Evolution,” so that, leaving the ence to the original creation of all things, caption the Journal & Mes§énger of Cin¢
others,
we here. turn our attention to and the remainder of the chapter to the ‘cjnnati criticises our reference recently
» these, that we may ascertain what he and fitting of the earth for, and the’ creation to an utterance of the National Baptist
other evolutionists believe, and what are of the ancestors of, its present inhabit- which said, * We admit all ‘baptized be.the grounds of that belief.
Professor Huxley says that there is a
«pervading order and a definite force of
« things which we term the course of natvure, that this order is constant, and that

Sy

BK

excellent J. & M. has put itself in a very

of the

Here he tells of birds and rep-

LA

awkward

other things; and we fully
probable.

HEL

We find that animals and plants fall into

in thirty theusand years, of fossils, and
agree with

EL

been met. in the cases referred to.

was held at Parma, N. Y., was one of
earnest discussion as to the ways and
means of accomplishing the future work

him that there is nothing herd to favor
evolution.
2.
That ‘which renders it

LE

that ¢ we can not help thinking”, that the

He says he has

three kinds of evidence: 1. That which
is neutral,and gives no information either
way. Here he speaks of mummies three
or four thousand years-old, of the falls of
Niagara which have rejreated six miles

id.

tions by which you could pass from one
end of the series
to the other, ., . . we
find somethi
tally differgngifrom this,

is truth, and it must prevail.”

with the desire that all our readers may dino saurian form, and so into. a bird.”
be glad in the truest and best sense—that Prof. H. does not claim that this is a’
of an indwelling Christian love and of proof of evolution, and we think that he
an outgoing Christian
- helpfulness, we acts wisely in this.
But he says ¢‘ there is a third kind of
wish them every one A MERRY CHRISTevidence
which, being as complete as
MS.
.
—
any evidence which we can hope to ob** There is no man who will not yield tain upon such” a subject, and being
to some kind or degree of temptation.” wholly and entirely in favor of evolution,
That is what one of our most popular may be fairly called demonstrative evilecturers as well as preachers says. But dence of its having occurred.” This is of
he must have spoken only of the natural course just what we need, and having
man.
Otherwise he contradicts the such evidence, he might @» well have
wliole spirit and teaching of Christ's min- brought it out at first. Well, what is it ?
istry. So long as any man, looking to Just this, and no more: The horse is
Christ for sustaining grace and receiving one of the most beautiful of land anthe help that is actually promised, is vul- imnals, and very perfect in its arrangenerable at any moral joint, so long he ments ; but he has seen fossils, which he
falsifies that ;most precious and truthful. thinks belong to the horse kind, in
of all divine utterances, ‘“ My grace is which the teeth were different from those
sufficient for thee.”
That men yield of the present horse, and in which there
when they are tempted is true. But that, are differences in the structure of the

i

‘

in the image of God, with a high destiny
beforé’him ; we must give up the idea of

ote

LE.

commenced.
He thinks that the last hypothesis is the only tenable one to ac-

&-

——

rroten
i

a

The Morning Star,
Gh. ~

\d

Ft

tions of such Societies now flow,

objects for which

nor

the

suck’ contributions are

Ge
Ey
P. speaks hopefully of the schools and of made.
It is intended to do away with the old
the work that they are doing for heathen
youth.
Jo
. system of spasmodic collections, by which
the few are sorely drained, under pressure
of an agent's plea or otherwise, while the

"BRIEF NOTES.

many give nothing, and substitute a meth-

Our Foreign Mission Society is in great need
of help,

od’by which all shall give a little regular-

ly; and thus, by distributing the burden

Read the Secretary’s statement in an-

other column,
:
. The commissioners on Sioux Indian affairs
express the opinion that our treatment of those
Indians has been more savage than their treatment of us.

old rule,that we can not take the responsibility
of publishing anonymous contributions,
women

of those who give as to multiply the num-

‘

It becomes necessary for ‘us to repeat that
‘The

among all, lighten its weight upon each.
It aims not so much to increase the gifts

who

were

candidates

.
for

ree

election to the Boston School Board were defeatedat the last election. The Democrats are
reforming things, you know.

ber of givers—not so much to secure great
collections on special occasions,on the ims

pulse of the moment, as to cultivate among
all our churches and people the religious
habit of giving systematically and from
principle, thus making their acts of be-

nevolence a part of the regular

the Lord.

service of
:

——————
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They’pe as sleek as fat kittens,and cunning and

-

As

"Spry
if harnessed

by fairies

way

up

in

sammer.

the

And

green leaf.

Santa, old fellow, he’ll starve for s week

And work like'a hero, and
Each pack must

be

run like a streak;

ready,

each

stocking

be

plump,

When he winks to his reindeers. ' they're off
with a jump.
The night before Christmas

each sleigh must

be ready

With goodies by
My

steady,
pack you’ll

bushels.
be

Now,

Dasher,

:
spilling,

you'll

at starting

and

be

upset the

sleigh
If you

prance just

frolic that

way.
There, now we are ready, rush off at full
speed,
Do n’t mind the rough places, the trinkets 1°11

heed,

The moonrip full glory,the stars all aglow,
The frost on our noses—do n’t travel so slow ;
Dash uj. to this cottage, a widow lives there,
She’s poor and disheartened, her living is

spare,
Ll make her heart
year,

merry

one : morning
y

this

I want happy faces and hearts full of cheer.
Put out this great bundle with
shoes

stockings

and

And something to eat, the best, if you drools

The stars peep and twinkle

like years, yds

ago,

:

‘When Jesus brought Christmas to mortals below;

The

wise men were
Christmas morn

watching—they

On Galilee’s plains, where

saw
;

Jesus was born.

A shout and a song and a herald they bring,
While listing angels a grand anthem sing,
Good will unto men and peace

Sang the choristers back

upon

earth,

The foliage

with gladness und

mirth,
And I, jolly Santa, was Jamght to bring cheer,

And tell you how Jesus at Christmas is near.

and

Light, fleecy

clouds,

then a

and

purple tipped with crimson and gold
made glorious/the track .of the setting
sun. Nan lookedat them with feelings
akin to awe and reverence,
“I wonder if them clouds hain't the

gates. But then what does it mean "bout
the King of glory coming in?”
Instead of going straight home, Nan
aalkéflion in an opposite direction to the

rector¥++a handsome brown

with large pillars.

She

stone front,

walked

boldly

up the steps to the front door, unmindful

of the Stares of the servant maid as she
was delivering her errand. |

have fed her hungry heart; but,as it was,

he wag

dall

engaged

in discussing the

Tyn-

theories with an old college class-

mate. When he saw who the ** person”
was, who so idopportunely interrupted,
he really—yes, really frowned on poor
said

in a voice

from

which

all the music of the yesterday was gone—
*¢ Well, what do you want, child? If you
are hungry, go round to the basement
door, and Bridget will give you some-

Sometimes in the dimness a heavenly guest

thing to eat.”

‘Walks over the earth with a pleading request;
A wondrous gift brings this Prince of the skies,
He heeds all our doings, He lists to our sighs,

leaving Nan standing there, and went in
to finish his discussion.
;
Nan went down the steps slowly. The
sun had set, and all the brightness was
gone from the sky, the glint had left the
foliage of the trees.
Was she comprehending that in seeking
for bread she had been offered a stone?
¢« I'll ask Susan McNamara to ask her
priest,” she thought on her way home.
Susan lived in the same comfortless ftene-

He will comfort

the

sorrowing,

£3
sad,
And make every mourner at Ch
glad.
:
Won’t you take what

cheer

up the

me

He pro

ngdom

He'll give,
‘Where the pure and the happy in»
mansions
may live.
But here, I've been dreaming, away 1 must go,
Every child I must visit ere morning’s bright
glow
Shall waken the sleepers, who’ll bunt for old
Santa.
i
.
And they’ll find I have called to the lowliest
shanty,
Come; reindeers, go nimble, there’s a streak in

saved—evyen on this Christmas,

Nan wal

sobbing,

and praying

her penitent heart the prayer
lican.

from

ing on account of the *‘ bad copy” the

of the pub:

Then

he shut the door,

ment house, on the same

flight.

supper Nan went in to tell her
bles, and to

request

her

to

AfRer
her trou-

ask

‘“her

than she did the rich music at the &burch pina
of St. Mary's.
v J Llonalist.
And the gates were

2

beart.

pictures illustrating life in those
islands, one would not’ think they made
much use of shawls, or need to when
one considers the warm climate in which
they live. Probably most of these shawls
and handkerchiefs are made for the rich

there,” |:
Yousee Nan was just a bit esthetic in

her tastes,
So she pulled the faded shawl
closer about her as she went
coarse attire making a strange
to the rich silks of the cong:

’ The sexton scowled, but litile

a little
in, her
contrast
jon,

Nan car-

ed not for that, so long as he

found her

shé wished to herself. that

it was all

a seat,

The music seemed to rest her,and

music and no preachin’.”
od
Teading commenced, and the
rector, in’
well-modulated @nd musical
tones, read ‘the’
beautiful. Words of the
twenty-fourth Psalms ~

ye go to our church: to-night an’ hear the
music, an’ they allus trim it up fine an’

handsome Christmas.”
¥
So Nan started for the * Church of the

Holy Cross,”

Lut to reach

it she

had

to

pass the hitherto despised Mission Chapel.

The

outer door stood

paused before it.
“ It’s been

some time

open,

and

Nan

since

I've

been

'

in hereto the chapel; guess I'll go in, and

when I get tired, I can come out and go

over to Susan’s church.”
The chapel was already full, and seats
were being carried up the. aisles, and
Nan found herself in one
of the’ seats al-

most up to the pulpit.
taking

Just as she was

her seat, the minister was reading

these words, ‘* Lift up yourheads,
gates.”

O ye

Nan’s heart gave a great bound

but as suddenly went down’ like a barometer

wl ‘spose

he'll stop just

PE

where

the

the
so

ely

to

out the book to tell us whether such and such

a character was fictitious or not, whether such
and such funny things were actually said or
not, and 80 on, just as the incipient artist named hus pictures so they could not be mistaken.
The conversation is reported in that precise,
ornate and rather ponderous style of expresin

the

sixteenth

century,

and is in that respect both amusing and interesting, The character painting is really good,

the author showing marked appreciation of
the

mental trflits, social habits and society customs of that time,us well as close acquaintance
with human nature generally,
As boy and
rman Jack
Enville is well portrayed.
This
shows thé boy (the father is soberly expressing
himself):
‘* Would you think it» resumed’ Sir Thomas.
*' Master Tremayne doth conceive that
we Christian folk be meant to learn somewh
at
from those ancient Jews that did wander about
with Moses in the wilderness.
Ne’er heard I

folks who wish to imitate foreigners, and

reader

oun not

One is the evil of

take

ing things which do not belong to us, the othe
r

is the injury and injustice often done by sus.
pecting innocent persons of wroung, of by al.
lowing them10 suffer thie punishmen for
it
t
when we know some one else is guilty, Each
story takes its name naturally, It is an excels
lent book, andit calls the attention of boys and
girls to very common fanlts among them, and
whose pernicious consequences
to appreciate.
»
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** Frank

received

the

Leslie's Sunday

they often
1

fai)

first number of

Magazine,” which {s

conducted by Rev. Dr. Deems, pustor of the
‘‘ Church ofthe Strangers,” New York city,

It is promised to be made attractive useful and

interesting to everybodf.

persons

It is bh torical,

apparently tries to adhere

sion that prevailed

tell to what extent they make
of handkerchiefs, but to look at

occupied

fail to perceive them.

are 50 well illgg.

There is certainly a

wide fleld in Americ
for a good Sunday mag..
azine. But the pablic will be quite exacting,
and only a really worthy one will be

succeed,

likely to

The one beforews shows at once o

good many of the qualities needful to success,

It is mechanically beautiful, and there is very
much in it that is first-class both in literary
merit and moral

toue,

‘while there is nothing

that is really objectionable. It is profusely il.
lustrated. The size—it is a quarto—is not in

its favor, but
it is the

contents

termine its success or failure,

that

will

de-

If the publish.

era abide by their prospectus we shall have, in

ull respects, a desirable addition to magazine

literature. It will not be sectarian, and is to
embrace the best writers among its contribu
tors.
May it,succeed and do good.
It is sent,
free of postage, for only $2.50 per year,

Harper's leads all the magazines for January,~=in its arrival we know, and in the variety
and excellence of its contents we conjecture, %

for it would

these respects.

be

with

difficulty

Not only

surpassed in" |

is the best literary

for foreigners themselves.
‘‘ Pinas” is no such a fantasy, To conceive that we ean talent represented ia it, but the art of engraywin knowledge from the rotten old observan- ing, us exhibited in its numerous illustrations,
the name given to a kind of shawls and
Sea ol. those
Jew rascals! Verily, this puss is carried to u high degree of excellence. The
handkerchiefs of fine texture, woven
eth!
illustrated articles in the present nu
:
I are
** Beats the Dutch, Sir!” said incorrigible ‘‘ Contemporary Art
from the fiber.of the pine-apple leaves,
in England,” * The Good.
Jack. .
Old Times at Plymouth,” which is full of rem
and which often sell.for one or two ounces
Aud Jack wasalways the same incorrigible iniscence and anecdote, “ A Cruise Among
of gold apiece. The finest sort of these
not for this law of diffevence; it is ‘hard to
fellow, whether as a naval soldier when he the Magdalene Islands,” a humorous* Story
of
are only madeto order. The Queen of bid
in the hold during a fight with the Armathe North Pole,” and a poem entitled, ** The
couceive what possible device or act could
Spain had one which cost $500.
da, or as * a gentleman at court” where he Old Deacon’s Lament.” There is also a biotake the place of one’s signature as eviCloths of silk, cotton and abaca
donned
graphic

are
dence of their will or wishés to an absent also made
by the natives; chains of
party.
gold and silver; fine hats of fibers. Of
The first thing

to be desired,

then, is fibers are also made colored mats which
that your handwriting shall always be are ornamented
with gold and silver, and
your own; 4. e., that you allow your naare said to look very handsome.
tive style to be king here, as you would
The gold they find in the beds of their
your native talentin oratory or composiown rivers and in detrital deposjts.
tion.

>

Some

of our younger

readers may like to know
The second is to write. plainlg.....L
what these last two words mean, if 80,
form each letter distinctly,
so. tha tre they can doubtless find some
one who
shall be no need of guess-wor
will be glad to explain their meaning.
part of the person who'is 10 read
941 Besides iron and coal and copper and limehave no right to send j fk

7] stone and sulphur and marble and quicksilver and vermilion and salt-peter are
fopind on these islands, The ironis plen-

may be, hours in deciphe
call it a letter. EspecBC] all
taken to write all names

writer,

fal and

ersons 4nd. | coal

the sulpbur

abundant.

Fine

beds from one to four feet ‘in thick:
| ness have been discovered.
Copper has

long been worked in the island of Luthat the “clerks
of the_Pro} ite zon.

Court at Dedham could make out everything in a will or deed but the names of Trees clothe the mountains even to the
tops, for "they have’ mountains, some of
persons; those they can't
guess at. - Why

which are higher

thah Mt. Washington.

dove, when

the last stroke of tribes and Mobummedan rulers controlling

the preceding letter finishes at the botiom,

the

as it does in writing ‘“ h” in * the,” then

rest.

The

population

estimated at from

statistical accuracy

a looped e should be used.

is variously

5,000,000 to, 6,000,000

being appareplly im-

=When the
Circamstances
last stroke of the preceding letter ends at possible,
Spaniards an easy cenquest.
the

afforded

' the

The natives
were ruled by warring the petty chiefs,
and there was no central power reaching

top of the line, as ** v" in * very,”
tuen it is much easier and: quicker to use

the diminutive capital. «

its strong arm

to Join

the people, no

to inflame their reThere are two ways of writing small splendid priesthoo
ligious zeal, and there were 10, grand
7. One"is known as the looped 7, the old
national traditions.
were
other asthe v shaped 7. “The former is heathen, or covered with hea natives
veneer
generally to be preferred, as it is more of Mobammedanism, whose thin
martial and
istinct, and less liable to be mistaken, missiona
zeal
seems
hardly
to hdve
and should always be used in writing reached them.
proper names.
© Jatter is more easily
made. Small ¢ should be carefully cross-

himself exquisitely and married a prorich young woman to get money to pay

fane

his debts. But it does w’t appear that he paid
them. The other characters are also well rep-

resented.
Aunt Rachel, whose settled convietion was,~not to quote exactly, ~that * the
men be all lither-loons, who think that we
women-folk be a dying to marry ’em;” Lady

Enville,

a languishiog

devotee

of fashion;

Clare Avery, un independent, spirited girl, but

a good

enough

woman, and sfter

whom the

book is named, but we know not why; the
gallant Sir Thomas, who
valued his honor
above all earthly riches; and all the rest, are
entertaining if not always interesting persons.

The

** hot-gospelers,” the Puritans

and the

Papists figurejn the book, and one gets several
illustrations of the sharp nud bitter feelings
that existed
between them.
Thus ‘as a descriptionof the social condition of that time,
the volume is quite meritorious.
It sketches

rather than narrates.
Its people are trans
ferred from place to place, used as long as
need be, and then left to care for themselves,

while

a chapter

given.
to

be

of somebody

else’s

career is

So far as it deals with history it seems
accurate

and

reliable,

but

feature must stillbe the main

the

for

the historical references are too detached; abrupt and incomplete to interest or really instruct the reader.

Mrs. HURD's NIECK: Six Months of a Girl's
Lite. By Ella Farman, author of * Anna
Maylie,” *“ A White Hand,” ete.
Boston.
D. Lothrop & Co. 16mo. pp. 357.
(81.50).

The editor of Wide

Awake

needs no intro-

duction to the young folks, at least,
And most
of the old folks, who buve
read “ A White
Hand,”or in any other way come in contact

with its author, will gladly

appearance,

The

story

welcome

before

us

her reis full of

Jac simile of one of his Improvised sketchés,
There

is

sketch

for

a

Christmas

story,

the children,

a New

whieh

Year's:

has ‘many a

tender, pathetic, tearful passage in it, and sev-eral fine poems, besides the continuation of the

accustomed serials. Ii is by far the most popular, varied and worthy of the American
monthlies.

New

York:

LN

—

Harper

ers,

& _Brothi

The sermon preached on Thanksgiving

day

by Rev. Dr. Rankin, in bis church in Washing-

ton, D. C., lies before us in pamphlet form.
‘The theme was * The Divinity of the Ballot,”

and jt was treated in a manver becoming a
Christin patriot. Tocidentally it touches upon many important points, but

the

sacredness

of th ballot, and the reverent, prayerful spirit in which it should be cast, are

chiefly developed.

the

ones

It could be profi tably read

;

by.every citizen,

There is no mistake about it.

story-

attraction,

al sketch, with portrait, of
Felicien
David; the distinguished composer, and author
of some of our most charming melodies; also
some * Recollections of Thackery,”
witha

Babyland is

the merriest, prettiest, best little

magazine for

the little folks that are just in their dolliehood, and kitten-hood, and butterfly-hood, that
It Is an eight-paged, large-

there is published.

typed, finely illustrated monthly, and

is meant
is, the
D, Lo-

to he expressly the baby’s own —that
two or three or four years old baby.

it at 50 cents a
‘

throp & Co., Boston, publish
year.

One should do more by the ALDINE
than to
look it over. Ilshould be studied.
Whether
it be letter-press or engruving, the best and
finest features are revealed only to the studi-

ous eye,

The past year has been a successful

time

one for it in many respects.
It has begn a real
art-educator,and that is very much in its favor.

structive, for she observes human nature and
social life closely,
and draws the most wholesome lessons therefrom. Mrs. Hurd’s niece, a
plain, honest country girl, comesfo the city to

more. worthy in the year to come, and that is
much more in its favor.
Fortunate are the
homes that receive its visits,
New York:
James Sutton & Co., 58 Maiden Lave.

gentle, tender passages, but at

the same

is not wanting in vigorous eXpression.
Miss
Farman is a pleasing writer. ~8he is-also ine

live in the family of her grand

result may

be imagined.

relatives.

‘I'he

But it would be bet»

ter to get the book and read about it, than to
leave itto the imagination, for then a good
many other things, such as vex the churches,
perplex young persons in trying to fix (heir
moral beliefs, and trouble many benevolent

workers in their contest with social problems,
would be partly, if not wholly, cleared up.
Thus the volume is occupied with matters
that bave required thought in the author, and
will stimulate thought in the reader, while its
dramatic force will prevent it from being in
none

at all,

and Theo show
wide range of descriptive powers, as

well as

have

it either

or

real character,

An iostructive
titled
¢* The

and

Game

entertaining

of

’76,

or

the

be still

game, enLion

Eagle,” is published by Noyes & Snow,

and

Wor-

cester, Mass,
It can hardly be played without
familiarizing the players with the persons,par-

ticularly English and American, who were
prominently connected with the revolutionary
history of this country.’

‘Leavitt's Farmer's Almanac, for 1871, is
‘published by E. C. Eastman, Concord, N, H.,
and is for

sale by E.J, Lane & Co., Dover.

persons in

The,

any sense a dull companion.

But it bids fair to do still better and

——

have been
but Miss Farman has shown herself capable of
painting them true to life in every case. Lois sending an edition of their magazine to England
during the past year, and this is one of the
Gladstone (the niece), S8adiee Hurd, Elizabeth
things that they say about it over there: *¢ St.
that the author possesses a

4 knowledge of more than one phase

of char-

acter.
rnin,

UNCLE

B
Julia A.
Mathews, author of *‘ The Golden Ludder
Series,” “ Dare to Do
Right,” ete.
New
i

JOE'S

1.25).

THANKSGIVING.

The publishers of St. Nicholas

Nicholas is the king of all publications issued:
for the young oa either side of the Atlantic.
Its pages contain a fund of amusement
and
information that must insure it a hearty welcome whereverit is known, and it ought to be

known everywhere.”

Robert Carter & Bros. 16mo. pp. 860.

i

Ns

Uncle Joe was a poor ola man, who, by a
The first German Bible published in Ameriseriesof misfortunes, had lost the little cottage ca was from the press of Christopher Saur, of
where his parents had lived. A little orphan Germantown, Pu., and appeared in 1743.
grandchild had been sent to him when her
The first book ever published in Jerusalem
father and mother died, and she was both his is dedicated to the Rothschild family.
care and joy. Roy Carrol saw them looki
at the old place and he wished that some way

could be provided for the old man to have it
again, He told his sister Rosle about it, and
she was very enthusiastic, and said

done and must be done.
mates, the two Stratton

it could be

They told their playboys,

and

all

agreed

to save their spending money. Rosie gave the
nest egg in the shape of five dollars, part of it
money paid by a schoolmate for a nige writing.
desk she had just bought.
Frank Stratton
was treasurer, but a miserable runaway broth.
er of his came ‘back, and persuaded Frank to

John Ruskin’s works,
with all the plates, are

in’ twenty
published

volumes,
by John

Wiley & Sons, in 1 new Centennial edition,
Dr. E. A. Freeman has prepared a volume
on ‘‘ Historical Geography of Europe,” with
maps.
Dr. John Lord’s * Ancient

Ade
History,” which

hashad a large circulation, has been revised,
and a new edition will be issued by Lockwood,

Brooks & Co,
[Answers in three weeks, ]
Extra strokes in making enpitals should
The concluding volume of De Pressense’s
be omitted. Thus capital % ishe ld be
120. ‘Wh ere is a pulpit of wood spoken of
“ Early Years of Christianity," as travslated
in
the
Bible
?
begun at the top, as the commnion’
. * Who destroyed Jerusalem and carried give it to fim, “His troubles over that wrong by Miss Annie Harwood, is in ptepuration for
stroke is a waste of time, and thebpp
lette
the Jews
LAR
into:
ok
to: capti
captivity, during
i
6 1eign of act, and the deceit he practiced in consequence, the press.
produced isnot so plain,
=
©
form the leading épisodés in the story, but he . Mark Twain’s new book, * The Adventures
The regular capital M should be begun
81, How long did th
? ‘repented, and found the chance to teach a dull of Tom Sawyer,” unaccountably appéars in
! [Answers roi fron fomain Jn
at the bottom, and ‘finished without fie
sapiviey
Irishman book-keeping, 50 by Thanksgiving England preyious to its issue in this country.
ing the pen; while the capital made by
;
Ait
Answers,
the young people hivl collected the $200 neces. Moncure D. Conway has read the volume, and
enlarging the small m should begin at |
110, 2 Peter 2;.15,
sary to buy the house.
They prepared a nice thinks it the most notable work of the genial
the top; and the same for ».
2
Tim.4;
10.
dinner, took Uncle Joe and his little grand- humorist.
Capital J should alwa
The charactersh are ; maicly boys
121.
comeys
Mark 10: 17, 21, 22,
below the

ed, and ¢ dotted. #&

os

the organ dégided her.
“¢ Guess I'll go in for once,” she said to
herself.
If the rich folks stare, shan't
mind ’em; and the masic’ll be ’nough
sight better ‘than it is at the . Mission
Chapel. They have only common tunes

and

The Philippine Islands.

Circle,

ured saint in the large oriel window just I should n’t wonder if the praste wou!d tell
over the entrance. But thie rich tones of ye now what ye wereaskin’ me. Anyway

that

facts that there are frequent foot notes through-

The Philippine fstanders are not without
shawls and
handkerchiefs.
We can-

-It isa Jaw of our nature, indelibly #vritnot
ten there by the hand of our Creator, that
use
the handwritingof each: individual per
the

importunce

who figure in the narrative.

Nan's

* HANDWRITING.

the material of the

personal histories, and the affairs of generally

minor

indeed lifted up;

and the King of glory entered.

which

story wus mostly gathered, .the family talk, the

lactem, in the Congrega-

will not our lawyers pay some atténtion
priest.”
Among the, forest trees are the ebony,
.
** I've no doubt the good praste could to this?
ron-wood,cedar, sapan-wood, gum-trees,
tell
ye
iverythin
The third need is uniformity, especially
g ye wants to know ;” an‘the east,
etc. The orange,
the citron, the bread-fruit,
swered Susan, admiringly.
< Sure the in writing your own name—your signa- t he mango, the
And the dear little dumplings are astir in their
guano, the tamarind and
nest;
blessed praste knows ° iverything, but tare. We happened to hear the instructhe rose-apple
are the most common
They’ll see my great nose and my rosy round
tions
recently given a clerk in the emwhat ud the likes of him be botherin’
fruit trees.
Among
the vegetable prodcheeks,
2
himself with children for? "she question- ploy of thé. Atlantic Mutual Insugance
ucts
are
the
banana,
plantaia, pine-apAnd my jolly gray eyes that have sparkled for
ed, trinmphantly.
: Co., New York, who was to sign certain
weeks,
%
ple, sugar-cade, cotton, tobacco, indigo,
And
Naa
began
to
grow
discourag
papers
ed,
therea
fter: ‘ Write your name
Hurrah! they’re coming, they’ll see me this
coffee, cocoa, cinnamon, vanilla, casia,
and did not seek farher, but drifted on justas plainly and naturallyfas possible, |,
time '
he areca-nut, ginger and pepper, as well
in the same channel as before she visited
and avoid all flourishes, and sign it every
If I do n’t scramble down, I°ll bet you a dime.
as
the cereals rice, wheat and maize.
They seized at the fur on the tail of my jacket,
the church of St. Mary’s—no worse—and time alike as nearly as possible.” The soil is extremely fertile, and a conAnd there never was heard such a roar and
apparently no better.
Only the same
Our fourth rule, then, wonld be in his stant succession
of crops is cultivated.
racket;
restless longing was in her heart—to
italicised, *¢ Avoid all flourishes.” Blossoms and fruit hang together on the
words
They scattered like mice t@ the ridge of the
know more of the King of glory. -Some
They take time, make trouble, do not| trees.
roof,
:
:
Be
¥
nights she would lie awake pondering the look well, and often seriously interfere
But Santa and sleigh and reindeers’ last hoof
The rainy season extends from May to
‘Was prancing like wildfire a mile in.a minute,
words in her mind—her own ignorance with the Ime below. ‘* Writing-masters”
December; from June to November the
They said they would see me, I guess they
offering no solution to her inward ques- are apt to *‘ show of” with them, but they land is said to be flooded.
:
won’t win it.
tionings. The days went on until Christ- should never find a place in the every-day
A writer in Harper's Magazine gives
One place more to visit, I'll bound from my
mas came.
The shop windows were gay penmanship of any one.
sleigh
:
this sketch of the position and history of
Another element is rapidity,
And slide down the chimvey a moment to with attractive goods, and the streets
With the Phillippine Islands:
were full of bright faces. Nan had meant some this isa gift; others may acquire it
stay.
This group which, according to esHurrah for old Santa!
Merry Christmas hur- to do “‘a lot of shop gazing’’ herself.
But in a measure.
Perhaps just here we timate, has au area of about 120,000 square
rah,
poor old Susan McNamara was taken ought to say that the ease and grace of miles composed of no less than 1200 isiHe’s just made for Christmas the little folks sick that day, and there was no one to
handwriting depends on the pliability of | % nds, of which 20 fre of fair size, four
say.
| sit with her, or wait upon her. Nau, aft- the muscles of fingers, wrists, and fore- (with Luzon at the head) quite large, and
: Woks
won, D. C.. Dec., 1876.
the remainder principally rocky islets.
er agood deal of hesitation, and some in- arm. For this reason a boy brought up The islands were first discovered
b
ward struggles, to give up her anticipat- to ‘manual labor, 'whose knuckles are Magellan during his famous circumnavied pleasures—she had counted so much spread, and joints clumsy, by hard work, gation of the
lobe, but were not conon this holiday—volunteered her services,
can not expect to uttain' thé ease of a quered by the Spaniards untjlsTke reign
of Phillip 1I., after pv
A
which were accepted after some grum- city-bread youth of elegant
leisupg. Prac- | , amed. The Philippine Archipelago were
lies
bling on the part of Susan. Before night tice will, however, do mach
foward in-|b etween Borueo gnd Formesa, and sepNAN'S CHRISTMAS.
Nan foand it was no easy task, for Susan creasing the speed of either hati. There giutes Jue Northern Pacific from the
Japan lies to the North of
was by no means amiable in disposition,
BY MARY F. STURGIS MCFARLAND,
are some forms of letters that greatly aid
and fretted and scolded at Nan in such a any one desiring to write a ** fast hand,” the islands, the southern provinces of
Nan stood on the steps of the Cathe- way that she was almost tempted Yo deChina and the English possessions in Malacca to the west, the Spice Islands, Dutch
dral, irresolute. It was suck a grand ed- sert. But Nan had a brave heart and and a few of these we will point out.
The small e¢ ocotirs oftener than any seltlements in Java and Australia to the
ifice—the most imposing in all the large persevered, and was afterwards glad she
other letler. It is a great help to make south and to the east the Pacific is dotted
‘mill town— with its innumerable spires did. When evening came, Susan said to this
in two ways, viz: a looped ¢, like a with small islands. The Spanish sway
and crosses, its pointed windows, and her, ** Sure ye are a blessed child to
8 never extended over more than one
‘wait a small ‘written /, and a small eapital
&. alf the surfuce of these islands, wild
the sun shining directly upon some pict- upon a cross old woman all the day, An’
If this is

Family

near the house in

resent. Write your MSS. plainly? Fo
The minister sat down, and they burst ** ly. Insert no such puzzles as the word
truly” which the Congregationalist pubintossinging,
!
lished in fac simile October 25, 1876.
I
am sure .that if writers only knew the
* 1do believe, I now believe,”
*‘Such glorious music,” thought Nan; immense trouble that illegible copy gives
to editors and.
they would
and I renily believe she liked it befter use more pains incompositors,
the fatuve with their

son shall be differént from" that of every
«I don’t think the master will see you: other person, and, to a large degree;
to-day, he's engaged with company, but characteristic. This, we think, is a point
Pll see;” and leaving Nan standing out- too often overlooked by the teachers of
side, she went in to announce to the rec- penmanship, While they seek to give
tor that a** person wished very much to ease and uniformity: te the ‘ hand” of
their pupil, they should never seek to alspeak with him.”
_
Now the rectorof St. Mary's was not ter its essential characteristics.
It is this fact of difference in handwritan unkind man, or an inconsiderate one,
ing und its characteristics that underlies
in the general acceptation of the terms;
indeed, had Nan “called upon him ata all the systems of deeds, wills, ‘treaties,
more favorable opportunity, he might checks, bonds, etc,, etc.; andif it were

Nan, as he
.

was crimson and

yellow and brown, with now

sky,

who prayed for Godto be * merciful to

him a poor sinner.” And then, in words
which went straight to the hearts of ‘kis:
listeners, he told them: how the Saviour
died for each and every one. And if they

careless

davghter to

)

sleigh

ride and

left them at the

BT

‘gates and the Lord's coming in,” ‘solilequized Nao on her way home at night.
Ivwas a beautiful day in the Indian

in glittering

and finally the story

most

lt

trinkets

the

——

their

long
to

would believe on the Christ,they might be

machinery,

““ Iguess Lll ask the wector bout the

.

they carry

the din of the

world;of his youth

given

y

CS

dles, and

was

§ thor of

3

BED eH

ran

in her head above the noise of the spin-

a Chriyf

By. Joanna H. Mathew.

lishers, &c. 16m

at Pm

‘ the gates, and the everlasting doors,and
the cruck of his whip—they’re too nim . | the King of glory.”
Suri
Io
ble to hit—
All the next day, while Nan stood at her
Fof as Santa calls lowly they prfpce at fol 1 { work in the mill, the beautiful words

of stars,

so long,

ed without Nan's hearing any more about

Know

And

Chgistmas,

of the cross; and he ispoke of the dying
thief who ‘prayed for Christ to remember
him. Then he told of the poor Sublican

her heart never before reached, and she
wished therectcr would tell her more of
the King of glory. But the service end-

Up, up on the roof to the black chimney top,
He flies o’er the houses, his treasures to drop,
The gay little reindeers, with bridle and bit,

As anxious as Santa to do a guod deed,
Their bells shine like diamonds with settings

that

ago, when

hundreds

:

story of

(of the blessed psalm had struck a chord in

In the slipperiest places without any féars,

speed,

And then in simgfle language he told the

KGaGs,

“The Bessie Books;” ete. 1 vor.

mr

these

of this
L

Sl

and Tue Piokows

_-.

his reindeer

more

Tur BROKEN MALLET,

ZENER

0n

his cap;

| reading, ** let me tell you
King of glory.”

and is very pleasantly told,

a

Hurrah for old Santa, that jolly old chap,
With the fur round his face and the SNOW

He has driven
of years,

Then the rector sat down and the music began again.
But somehow all its
welody was gone for Nan.
The words

:

pleasant house which they assu
red
pg.
theirs for the future. The story is them
8 good one

a

BY BESSIE. BEACH.

he is the king of glory.”

And’did he? you ask.
*¢ Little children,” began _he, after the

hosts,

Biterary Bebicky,

this is very important, for no can say
whether the 7 is a J, or the J is I, as they
ae frequently written hoth above the
in e.
CLARE AVERY:A Story of the Spanish Armada.
By Emily
The following rules should be carefully
Sarah Holt, author of
“ Mistress ra
‘¢ Siste
: Rose,”
r
etc.
read, and followed by all who would
New
York:
Robert Carter & Brothers.
write well :
;
12mo. pp. 867.
1. Write your own ** hand.” Improve
Thisis ““u story of the Spanish Arroada”
it as you will, but keep it your own.
only in the sense that it incidentally refers to
2. Write lanl, forming-every letter,
and especially: take ‘pains to make all that boastful enterprise, ‘and in a chapter or
proper nouns, or unusual words, very two describes its coming and its destruction.
% One would suppose from the preface that the
legible.
"
3. Write as uniformly as possible, and book was written to arouse England against
especially when writing your name or the insidious inflision, of Popery that is now
goingon in the nation, aud to awake in her
signature.
some of ‘ the noble, unanimous, self-forgetAvoid all flourishes.
i On your ability to follow these simple ting patriotism” that caused her citizens, in |
Tules may depend your chance of obtain- the days of Philip of Spain and Admiral Drake,
ing a situation, and consequently your * to fling all lesser interests aside if only they
| might save England,” But we detect no such
fature usefulness and prosperity.
While to those who are writing for ‘he “influence us that in the volume itself. It repress, or aspire to do so, we have simpiy Iutes, In a quiet and uneventful way, if we exto say that they often fail to gain a -hear- cept the wreck of one of the Spanish war ships

wn AA

‘

Who is

Lord of

!

Bh

HURRAH FOR OLD SANTA |

this King of glory? The

edly. '

ia

Ee

the King of glory shall come in,

-

other one did ;" ‘she thought, discontent- line, and I''never. (In initials of wathes

reid

** Lift up your, heads, O ye gates; even
lift themup ye everlasting doors; and

and girls living in a small village in Missouri.
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THINGY TO REME
paupers. They

Loving souls are like
=o
what is given them,

piness shovelthe whblel lead” ex-[L ceptThalo
a round pateh on the crown about as

Ca

BN EA

t5 8

live on
hry

la

x

lv tp
anddown

eo

is made & LOY = JARArSON.:

in salety without. occupation;
weeds.
his fellow natureis apt to run into

from a disappoint
always leave n Scar.

but the first
Stael.”
not. always
but_oftener

here

1 can povorjook upon without

The Rev. Dr. Storrs says the pillavs of

the New York post-office building look
as if, ghey were wrapped with stone bandages to keep down inflammation.
A manufacturing firm in Massachuselts
has secured the patent right of a noise'
i
less shoe.

but

hair

cantg, 8000 painters and sculptors,

awnken | is thinner at the ‘end than at the top, and,
long, bupches

length,

its,

to increase,

black silk cord are gradually woygn

ion there

| EAR
VEEN

TARA
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tt ih

into
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lc

Shakespeare,

and

Sn

1000

Limington, Me,
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Tibet, described in the last num-

of
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labors of Rev. Jeremiah Bullock, and was haptized and added to the church, of which she
remained « worthy member till death, Her
deportment has, been such that all join in saying she was a good Fisting woman,
She

fitted up to represent some &¢ene in some
work

her in'the

experiended religion in early life

each feminine manager willhave a booth

In Southern China children’s queues

end.

luxury

Nov.

months, and 6 days.
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Scott, Dickens,
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of Tsauc Stroute who’ died 82 years since.
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the Chinese have a good deal of pride
bout their hair, and, if they can afford it, i A recent censusof India shows that 636
like to huve ihe queue han somely made.
of the natives are authors and poets, 130
Often tresses of false hair are added to it, astronomers, 23,000 fortunestellers
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Congressional.

Moxpay.

In the Senate,

Mr.

Mitchell,

from the committee on elections,

Edmunds’s

proposed

reported

amendment

the

of occupation,

In the House,

number of b
ferred.

were

to

of

and

re-

Sector

the

from

electoral

The House
e length the efficacy
of the twenty-firgt
joint rule of the last
session, virtodlly,
ding that it Is/s8ill in
force. The Bland silver bill was taken’ up
and read.
stion.

on either,
at consi

WepNespAY.

The

Mitchell

on

resolution was

again

considered

the

a loss

of

together

with

the

and

copies

‘of

Sherman

printing com-

" Louisiana election.

11,850 extra

report

It was

to print the document,

om

the

finally voted

together

with the

report of thedémocratic committee which
witnessed
the canvass of the

botrd. The House agreed to the

committee's proposition to: appoint two
separate committees of seven—the first to
act with a committee of the Senate—to

settle upon some mode

of counting

the

electoral votes, and the other to consider
and report at any time what arg the powers, duties and privileges of the House in
regard to the matter. The post-officé appropriation bill
‘was also discussed at
length.

Fripax. The Mitchell resolution relative to the Oregon electors: was. further
discussed by the Senate. Messrs. Thurman, Wallace and Mitchell being the principal speakers.
No vete was taken.
In
the House, the bill to pay the expenses of
the Southern investigating committee was
discussed at length and passed as reported
from the appropriations committee.
SaTurpay.
The
House
passed
the
post-office appropriation bill and adopted
appropriate resolutions on the death of
Speaker Kerr.
A Bold

Bank

Robbery.

They

sleeping room of Mr. and
rectly over the bank, and
drawn pistol kept Mrs. R.
the other three took Mr.

first entered the

of the

robbers

Mr.

must

have

concealed himself in the house before. he
closed the doors, because all the
dogrs

were found

locked

A

and nothing ek

open.

n

15 i

8

of

whom

were

discharged on Saturday.

women,

were

The printing

is

to be done by private parties hereafter.

Latest News,

On Monday there was 8 wholesale cremation of confisicated counterfeiter’s materials at

the Navy Yard, at Washington,

A Friday's dispatch from New York
city says within the past four weeks
deaths from diphtheria have increased
from 25 to 68 per week,

and this week

will

number eighty.
It is estimated that there
are over five hundred cases now in this
city, mostly in tenements, where the health
board is afraid it will become epidemic, especially among children.
.
According

to the Washington

Treaty.

At the approaching session of the Dominion board of trade at Ottawa, delegates will urge the taking of such steps as
will result in securing to the vessel-owners of the Dominion the right of using
American canals and rivers as provided

by thé Washington treaty; also the improi+

and upwards

of 400 engraved plates, with a barrelful of bogus eoin, was melted in a smelting farnace.~——
* Perley” telegraphs to the Boston Jounal
that reliable dispatches from Florida state that
the Supreme Court willgrant a mandamus requiring the Board of Canvasser#to reopen their
returns and include omitted vbtes. This will
not change the eleetorial vote given for Hayes,

but it may sccure the election of 8 Democratic
Legislature, and
men.——Charles

forger,

was

two Democratic
Brent,
the

surrendered

to

CongressLouisville

the

United

States authorities, on Tuesday, in London.——

On Monday in the House of Representatives, eulogies were made on the late Speaker
Kerr, by Messrs, Hamilton, Kelly, Raymond,
Monroe, Holman, Burchard, Cox, Clymer and

others.—A burglar was killed on Saturday
night while attempting with another desperado to break into a house, near

Mount Carmel,

Pa.——At Washington. there will be a strong
effort made in the House to prevent any holiday recess. Messrs. Randall and Morrison
——At Mauch Chunk, Pa., on
night,
the jury brought in a verdict of guilty of murder in the first degree
asP. Fish.

er, and guilty of murder in e second degree,
Patrick McKenna, for the murder of

dent’s salary to $25,000 per annum was

ed in the Senate

defeat-

on Monday.——Gov. Grover,

of Oregon, has prepared an elaborate argument
in defense of his course in Elector Cronin’s
case, and is on his way to Washington.—
Parke Godwin says that Gov. Tilden is in
good health and spirits and confident of suc-

take

better

of

Proper

gardeners.

ular watering,

ventilation

children’s feet,

syringing, and, occasional

or partial, shade, must be attended to, as
well as the destruction of insects.— Vt.
Chronicle.
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A farmer writes:

“I

On top of
iroh, thirty

“ preserving autumn

inches square on which lay the sills, making the

crib four

eight at the top, and ten feet high. Every
four feet in length of such a crib will held
100 bushels of corn, that is, ears enough to
steps,

of shelled corn.

and

left against it.

never

or allow

leave

Use

them

anything to be

Keep all grass, weeds, and

snow away from your crib, remembering
that constant vigilance must be the price
paid for immunity from rats and mice.
Keep the crib well shingled and painted,
and you will never have to build but
once, and will never see a rat insidé the
crib. Good for
economy. and conven"
fence.”
Another
farmer says:
‘Old tin pans
as caps for the posts, in the place of the
boiler iron, is fully as efficient and much
less expensive.
‘In latitudes where the
snow does not fall too deep, eighteten
inches is a sufficient hight for the posts,
and by bringing the crib so much low-

o
|

the

corn,

besides

lessening

the danger from heavy rains.”

="

>>

"A small amount of money. properly laid

quick, so that

the road bed will get harder and harder.
On the other hand, when neglected,it fe
torn up, the water standingon ins
it soft, and’ as the

wagons

pass over ig

rocking and pitching into the holes each

time, digging the holes deeper by taking
up the mud out of the holes and dropping
it on some hummock, making the road
worse and worse; but when kept smooth
and crowning the wagon passing over it
does it, comparatively speaking, no damage.
Every oneknows that a road will in
a short time, if neglected, get not only flat
on top,

but

hollowing,

so that

the

instead of getting into the

ditches, is kept

lying on the road or runs

lengthwise until

it finds an outlet, and as it goes it cuts and

gullies
the road, as we

roads ruined in that way.

so often see good

So you will see |

that it will take less money, say for six
years in succession, to keep it smooth and
crowning than it will to neglect it and find
it

necessary

to make'it

over,

School Association

has under instruction 580 boys and

girls

at an

annual cost.of $6000.
Nearly a million dollars,

the

present valua-

Ulysses D.

Tenny has just painteda portrait

of the late Professor Diamond, to be Placed in
Dartmouth College.
Mr. 8. W. Burnham has been

rector of the “Dearborn

appointed

Observatory”

di

at the

University of Chicago.
This observatory contains one of the largest telescopes in the world.

a

getting

Vol}

uni

ourselves and with

In

others,

After

eagerly inquired, “Don’t you think it. weuld

making

some

mutual

concessions

they have cometo an understanding and
have referredto their respective governments for deflnite instructions. No definite resolution has been drawn up. All

questions, especidlly that of occupation,
jaye been examined, but nothing has yet
determi

Itis thought that Lora

Salisbury will retéive ‘his, instructions on

raised his hand and’
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Uniform ia Style, Binding and Price,
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The receipts have been light and
prices are
maintained. The demand continnes q
and the
sal es are confined to small lots. Fresh Eastern
readily command
29 @ 30c per doz., and Ni orthern
rules at 28 @ 29c. Limed Stock are dull, and pric.
es are nominal. We quote :—

“WORTH
MUCH AND COST he
My
It is profusely illustrated by designers and artists of the highest order of merit, and will be published on the first of every month at the exceed.
ingly low price of 33% per asnam.
It contains
128
8 of engra'
ks fined closely printed mat.
ter.
Ask ploy nod
joxler for it, or Send 20 cents
for sample copy. Address

. Frank Leslie's Publishing House,
537

Pearl Street, New

esday, December 12, 1876.

York.
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NEW

Piigrim’s

THE WORLD OF SONG ia the latestVOL
Music, has 300 pages, Full Sheet Music Size, and is
filled with the
Songs and Duets
of the day

the latest
GEMS OF THE DANCE i»Bound
Volume

of Instrumental Music, 382
Full Sheet Music Size, filled with the best recent compositions of
St
Foust and others. Is a
‘compaion to the fhmous “GEMS OF STRAUSS."
Also

Gens of k

Voeal.

lish Song,

Progress

and

Holy War.
(New Demy Quarto Edition.)
Handsomely Ilustrated with numerous Wood-En.
gravings and Twelve Chromo Plates specially pre.

AGENTS WANTED FOR HISTORY

JENTEN'L EXHIBITION

With

etc., ete.

Vol.1,

B76

pages,

extra

cloth, $6.

@
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To be Completed
wn Two

The

Leopold

of the Leopold Shakespeare'is
1U8, who has supplied for the
logical arrangement for the
while an Introduction to the

been written

crown,

to,

Volumes,

Shakespeare.

The

text

that of Prof, DEL.
edition a chronoplays and poems,
entire Work has

by Mr. ¥. J. FURNIVAL.

about 400 Illustrations and 960 pages,

YORK

chief

celebrities,British and native,connected with the
history of the Empire, plans of battlefields and
sieges, views of places described, cities, temples,

With

demy

8vo,

cloth, $4.50.

\

One Agent
an other book.
ay. Send for our extra
NATIONAL PUBLISHING C0
4148

. It sells faster than

NEW

By JAMES GRANT.

Duets.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
BOSTON.

History

India.

ental.

Home, with Piano

pared for this work, cloth gilt, gilt edges, $12.50.
of

Silver Wreath,

Either book mailed post free for retail price.

terms to Agents.
Priladelphia, Pa.

Illustrations, consisting of Portraits of the

Moore's Irish Melodies.

tish Song,

and “Piano at

BOOKS ! |

‘| Bunyan's

full gilt os.

dona oF German Song,
Gems of Strauss,
Wreath of Gems,
Home Circle, vol. 1 & IJ,
Shower of Pearls,
Pianists’ Album,
Operatic Pearls,
Pianoforte Gems.
‘Also the “Musical Treasure,” both Vocal and Instrumental. *
at Home,” for Reed Organs,

SALES OF STOCKS CLOSING PRICES

ROUND
FOR

AND PHILADELPHIA.
NEW LINE.
BROOK

ROUTE.

TRENTON,

AND PHILADELPHIA.
New York—Central Railroad
Stations: In
Passenger
iberty street, and foot of
Jersey foot +of
of New
Clarkston street, up
In Philadelphia bi Pennsylvania Rallroad cor

ner of Third and Berks streets. Commencing ,
MONDAY, October 9, 1876.
Trains leave Sow York, Toot otof Libertyy tree, at0%

5:40, 6:45, 7:
AM
of Clarkston street at 6136; 7106, 9106, a My 12: 0,
Lave Philadelphia
Fi
at 7:90, 9:80 A, »r,, 1:80, 8:20

I
Drawia -Room Cars are attached to the
7:46 and 9:15 A, M,, trains from New York, and to She
b and 6:30 P.

M,, trains fom

Third

and Berks siree %

Tym: trains connect at
Trenton Junction to and {ron
This edition includes “The Two Noble Kinsmen.
ton,
"7
Jos
Trenton
Sor
New
3
York
at 5:45, 8:15, 10:20 A.
and “Edward 111,” both of which plays, according|,
PM,
rk
P BALDWIN,
to many competent authorities, contain much that
General Partie Ata C.R,R. of NJ.
is Shakespeare's. The text of the former play is
revised by Mr. HAROLD LITTLEDALRE. This latter

Address

necessitating

Terms easy. For Particulars
app
E. & G.G.HNWK & HASTINGS, Boson.
ly%eow

ot

"ToR.H. STAVES,

New York and Vermont—-

The Book of Bible Words.

se it wall not

drone

benefit.

5; Brdwhy, N

Containing a

list of all the Words used in the Bible, arranged

in Alphabetical order, Accentuated for Pronunciation; with meaning. of Obsolete Worms. 208
pages, fcap. 8vd. cloth, $1.

JAMES VICK, Rochebter, N.Y,

iat,
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play is from the text of Prof. Delius,
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to this unnatural handling.”
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the tumor

@ 33¢ for fine fall Jots of New York and Vermont,
and 28 @ 30c for extra long dairies. Good
to choice
dairies range from 24 §28c per Ib, but are slow of
sale, and receivers
are more "disposed to concede

winter wheat

into a patént
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est sation or aay
od
I ever
a day passes without some of my
rs testifying to its meritson themselves
or their friends.
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w them-—al 11 foi Tr 0
rusting of the straw.
Two Outer os ago,
- stamp. hitPrinted In German
STORING CARRIAGES. When storing car- |
Vick’s Floral Guide, Quarterly;25c a year.
riages for Winter, haye them thoroughly
Viek's Flower and "Vegetable gar
clean
from mud.
If allowed'to
den, 60c in paper; in elegant cloth covers,$1.
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The receipts
for the wéek have been 7,788 pack.
ages, against
8.364 packages for the
week
uf last year. Trade has been dull, and sales
continue to be limited to such grades as are want.
ed to be cut up by the grocery trade, and we no
tice an easier feelingon the market for low and
medium grades of State and Western, while fine
grades
of fall make are scarce, and command full
previous prices. The sales have been made at 32

raw gyster shells, as preventive of softshelled eggs, than anything éise. A little
lime in the water also helps.— Wright's
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priety of allowing American bottems to be
acre without the salt dressing
treated as Canadian vessels by simple reg- $90,868. Revenue from liquor licenses $43, joling
1241. The number of teachers is 11,872,
‘| yielded only 29 bushels of wheat.
On
istration.
A few days:ngo, as President Chadbourne of another field salt was sown, then it was
Williams
College,
during
a
lecture,
was
telling
The Turkish Troubles.
the freshman class that the notion of allowing | plowed twice and sowed with wheat, and
At-an unofficial meeting Saturday, the girls to enter the college for the sake of their there were.40 bushels of grain‘per acre
good influence on the boys was not as sound as

2 We
1

lo

abi
rit gy & re

ves them

.GrooMING Horses.
Where work hors
The will of the late Edwin J. Peck, of In- es are worked six days in the week,
dianapolig, after making several bequests to his | | thorough groomingis absolutely essential |
widow and sisters, gives $1J8,000 to Wabash
to their health. A The more highly they are
College, at Crawfordsville, Ind., to be used for
fed the more important it is to clean them.
new buildings, library, and endowment.
Most men use the curry-comb too much |
Referring to G. W. Curtis’ proposition that
school-teachers as well as soldiers ought to be and the whisk and brush too little.
pensioned, thé Alliance wittily says: “We
SALT oN WHEAT.
The useful effects of
agree with Mr. Curtis,
The superanuated
salt on wheat has been shown by recent
school-ma’ams should be pensioned, for who
more than they have left their ‘‘marks” upon experiments on the farm of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
An acre of
the present generation.”
Indiana has $4,875,720 trust fund for school wheat dressed with 800 pounds of salt
purposes, and school lands unsold valued at yielded39 bushels of grain, while an ad-

plenipotentiaries virtually terminated their
labors of the preliminary = conference.
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and some iron,—pears, peaches and grapes
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pears love the richest

found far more
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Frurr Trees. All kinds of fruit trees
requirea great deal of potash and lime,
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soft again.—Road Journal.
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The New York Hebrew

leaves,”

out in they way of
the surface of
the road smooth, and crowning
will allow |i
the rain to pase off and dry

out
at all

Markets.
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in unloading
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THE CHRISTMAS WIDE AWAKE,
10 ory.

sician in
Xx months. lanced
times, which cost me nearly $400
This left me with
a
rough. aggravated sore.

to putup a few jars of them.
She told a
neighbor yesterday, that she didn’t think
they ever would be fit to eat, and that she
might just as well have thrown her sugar
away.
An English botanist, Gen. Munro, is going to publish a general work on the grasses.
His rough estimates of wild forms
give this extremely difficult and interesting
family a total of 5,000 species, distributed
among 200 or 300 genera.
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Two Lincoln oo ty (Ky.) agriculturists
| in size pn fe buch
Ficare oF
we, sdrehack
took over 10,000 pounds
sarplus honey 2til) bears the
ableto work ev.
from their hives this season.
The sum of I am now
$2,500 is a pretty good income from the ary day .
been
acute
honey bees in two colonies.
el
alo mention
am
pory ae
rio
ve since
can remem
a
oy use of
A woman hearing a great deal about 1VEGETINE,
when
all rheun-

corn-crib as follows:
On large stones,
placed four feet apart, I set posts six incheach post puta piece of boiler

v

dur

‘Square,

of peek immoie Se 1 oguld see ih
Sri remedies for my blood Without

that and
s doctor's

Mrs. Kimberly, the ‘woman who hasa
stock farm in Iowa, has taken over three
thousand dollars’ om of premiums this
fall on her stock.
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Drill - 1875,
H. R. BTEVENS, E8q.,
Dear 8ir: When about. six months old I was
Jacek ted.
The purt es who were vaccinated
same virus died from the humor. The
OF THIS
ee read over me to such an extent that 3
was rolled In Lenn t drevent mo from scratohin | Will soon be on kilo
my
flaally settled in my | now sending ia thei
publishers.
head. "“reained a his
Scoutition asout twenty

absurd use of
neckerchiefs
poor would

shoe, and/ the difference is ‘often

considepible between

Month]

medicine of the age.

$400.00

§@roat have declin-

of theif

fortianepers

+ Paid Nearly

half the
pear.
It costs only a trifle. to puta piece
of thick
felt or
into the bottom of a

the best time to

bill, wi

es

cess.

tion of property being considered, have been
given to Dartmouth College during President
Smith’s administration.

Diphtheria.

sore

Hb TmATY

From

tied Beonula
the blood, VEGETINE i# an in
fallible remedy, and no
on need suffer trom
tumors, ulcers, and all
diseases aris
Jrom impure] blood, if VEGETINE is used accor
to dins. There isnot a case of Serofula | exist.
ie
ence
Vegetine will not cure, Provided, how.
ever, the vital
functions have not
lost their
er of Action, All that may be sald to the co!
notwithstandi
Vegetine isis pions
easant to the taste, mild in its ine
fluenbe,
olute in its action on disease, as
the foll a unquestionable evidence will show.

for any extra pair

ed fifty per cent, sin®
high collars and twice.
went out of fyshion; and

boot or

against the crib,

EDUCATIONAL.

Four hundred employes of the government burean of engraving and printing,

exchanged

Bronchitis and

start plants from cuttings in the open air.
At other seasons, what is called ¢* bottom
heat ” is requisite. This may be obtained
in the common hot-bed, or by fire, water

portable

Te Rev, Dr. Simeon H. Calhoun, the veteran missionary to the Holy Land, died on
Thursday, at Buffalo, N. Y
Ex fovernor
William C. Cozzens died at Newport, R. I.,
Sunday,of typhoid fever, said to have been
contracted at the Centennial Exhibition.—A
despateh' from Rome, announces the death of
Cardinal Constantine Patrizi, dean of the Sacred College.——Shubael Kinnicutt, for many
years editor of the Pawtucket, R. I. Gazette
and Chronicle, diedjn that village Saturday.

Discharge of Government Officials.

two-thirds

Sunday.

Mrs. Ream, diorgan Powell at Summit Hill in 1871.
while one with a Tos are now five Molly Maguires under sen.
Lense
of death in jail at Mauch Chunk, and
from crying out,
six
in
Schuylkill
county
jail.—
R. and gagging
| The
phe bill proposing a reduction of the Presi-

him compelled him to open the safe.
R. thinks one

$25,000.—

wish to have the Southern committees
watehed.

The bank of William Ream, at Somerset, Perry Co., Ohio, was entered by four
masked men at midnight, Wednesday, and
robbed of $10,200.

about

near Greenfield, Indiana, was burned
Lom $15,000; no insurance.
. Obituary.

The Senate was principally

the

insurance

George Newhall & Co’ssaw and planing mill,

“coin is required by law.
the

$90,000;

a

of thick socks and kiitted gloves, would
preservea boy or girl
feally warm and well.

Two-thirds of the willow for the manufacture of willow-ware in this
country

by fire Sunday, involving

|

Taking ini
sideration the character of yi
vouchers, he. h story of ita cures and the immense
Incrensin demand,
VEGETINE may be farrly en-

but

slips, instead of rooting, ‘will, *‘ damp off,”
or rot at the surface of the ground.
Reg-

Carolian, Ohio, owned by Friend
& Company,

shall be coined, and shall be
41212
a legal tender for all debts, public and
, private, except where payment of gold

muffler,

endurance;

ta, Me., swept the east side of Water street,from
Hendee’s photograph rooms to Robins’ harness

gd

vides that

that

into healthy

ITEMS.

surrounding a,
the Short
Line Railroad station. Loss, between $80,000

occupied in discussing

ly in the fdll is therefore

in Little Rock, Ark., which was confined to two
squares between Markbam street and the river.

reject-

will“harden

these conditions is essential, otherwise the

and R. Knight& Co., in Pontiae, R.'L, was

ine

membersto keep warm ; the face and throat

or steam héat, as in the propagating hous-

Loss, about $140,000; insurance about $50,000.
~—A fire in Boliver, Tenn., early Friday
morning, destroyed 22 houses, occasioning a
loss of $200,000.——The Capital flour mill at
San Francisco, was partially burned on Thursday. Loss, $25,000.—The bleachery of B. B.

NS

cle of clething for children is.a comforter
swathed round the neck.
This is a great
error; the feét and wrists are the proper

were with difficulty

was burned on Saturday,

mittee’s resolution to print

bear

rescued from the upper story. |Loss, $13,000.
~——Early Thursday morning, h fire in Augus-

the Constitution so as to have the Supreme
|
1y, $200,000,~—The large paper mill at

Taurspay.

must always

other pot¥ filled with rich compost.” To
the above should be added that, for the
greatest success, especially with plants
that root. with difficulty rom slips, the
earth should be warmer than the air. Ear-

shop.——Thursday night, a fire was discovered

Senate, no decision, however, being reached. Mr. Edmunds’s propositionfo amend
Court count the electoral vote was

‘‘We

ing
sand’ and water at first. . When
roo
the cuttings’ are changed to

ing all escaped uninjured.——Moningen’s TivoIi, a costly building, covering extensive wine
cellars, was burned at Terre Haute, gadiaua,
Tuesday. Loss, $70, 000; insurance, $25,
Orris’s dry-goods
in the Bowery at*
New York, was po)
Tuesday night.A

family of six childréh

reached
debated

follows:

seldom strike roots when the thermometer
marks below sixty degrees, and that is
probably why so'many fail. The best material to start cuttings of any kind in is

&« large | was no panic, and the300 children in the build-

introduced

» Repatlican.

nal.

as

in a discus-

San

The Hit that CURES 500 PLANS 4 RATSRs
VEGETINE |
i grind

in mind that a high temperature is neces
‘NECK VERSUS FRET AND Wrists,
Evsary to grow plants from slips. They will -ery one must remark that a favorite arti-

into Madras. The first death from starvation
has occurred there. Much disease and distress
exists in the country districts, .

TukspAY, The Senate further discussed the Mitchell resolution regarding the
eligibility

ly,

This ‘question is answered

the

treasury of the provincial deputation was
seized by Gen. Quesada’s orders, when it
was found to be empty.
The resignation
of the deputation and the Municipal Council are probable.
Troops have been disPatched and great excitement prevails.

the Constitution conferring upon the Sureme Court the duty of counting and de~
.
Fires of the Week.
claring the electoral vote was debated ‘at
length by Messrs. Edmunds and Morton, | Tuesday, a fire destroyed the Jefferson
the latter opposing the measure.
A vote school building in Minneapolis, valued at $18,000; though the flames spread rapidly there

was not reach

slon at the American Institute substantial-

GROWING PLANTS FROM SLIPS.

main-

Death from Starvation.
A Calcutta telegram in the London Times,
says theyaecounts of the famine received from
clean washed sand. If in the ground,
Madras, are worse than those from Bombgy. - make a hole an inch or two across and fill
Large numbers of starving people are flocking
it with sand. Grape propagators use noth+

favorably on the resolution authorizing an
investigationas to the eligibility of Mr.
‘Watts, the republican elector from Oregon.
Mr.

for

and / Bowestic

owed to remain until the vehicle is again
needed, it will have become so thoroughly
dried that its removal is attended with
difficulty, and during the process \ the beau‘ty of some portion is marred and the du
rability much impaired. .— Carriage Jour-

in Spain,

In consequeince of . the refusal of the
Basque provinces to pay the 18,500,000
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